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A Plan for the Business Administration
And Financial Management
of a Land-Grant College
Forev.'ord
The problems of business administration and
financial management of colleges and universities have been
the subject of much study. Today there is a better understand-
ing of these problems and of the methods of their solution be-
cause of the splendid work of such agencies as: the regional
associations of college and university business officers, the
Office of Education of the United States Department of the
Interior, the American Council on Education, the Carnegie Found-
ation, and the General Education Board. Several of the institu-
tions themselves have made significant contributions. To all
of these agencies and many others, the author is deeply indebted
for information which he has tried to correlate in this paper
into a general plan of college business administration.
The author's experience as secretary for twelve years
of the iviassachusetts State College provides a background for his
interpretation of the material which has been considered. It
also accounts for the frequent reference to the experiences of
this institution in connection with the problems discussed. This
use of local material is merely for purposes of illustration and
with no intention of implying any invidious comparisons whatever.
Obviously, a statement of this length cannot include
the detailed description of procedures involved. The detail
of operation is largely a matter for local determination anyway,
'ilw
noi:J99i
and it is hoped that the more or less general suggestions
contained herein may be helpful to college business officers
in their study of their own problems of administration.

A Plan for the Business Administration and Financial
Management of a Land-Grant College
Introduction
The importance of efficient business and financial
administration of our institutions of higher education may be
appreciated best when the great extent of their enterprise is
(a)
realized. There are 1418 such institutions in the United
States and their property and permanent funds amount to
approximately $3,800,000,000. Their total annual receipts
amount to about $400,000,000; their regular resident student
enrollment to just over one million, and their full time
(1)
professional staff to about one hundred thousand persons.
Viewed from its economic aspects alone and without regard to
its tremendous social implications, here is an enterprise
which compares with some of the great industries of the country
in capitalization, annual income, and personnel.
The institutions which compose this great enterprise
may be divided into two main groups: those publicly controlled
(a) The institutions of higher education referred to herein
include all universities and colleges. The following
definition is taken from Circular No. 4935 of the Boston
University College of Business Administration. "The term
'college' is thus defined by the National Conferencp
Committee on Standards of Colleges and Secondary Schools
:
A college is an institution requiring for admission grad-
uation from a standard secondary school, or the equivalent,
and offering a four-year curriculum leading to the first
degree in arts or science, of such character as to qualify
for admission to a graduate school of recognized standing".
(1) Statistics of Higher Education , 1933-34, published by the
Office of Education of the United States Department of the
Interior, printed by the Government Printing Office in
1937, P. 9-27.
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and those under private authority. There are 601 institutions
in the former group and 917 in the latter.
Even though the publicly supported institutions are
fewer in number, they enroll 60.2 percent of all students.
Their physical property is valued at $947,464,364. as compared
to $1,306,422,111. for the private institutions. As v.'ould be
expected, the permanent funds of the private institutions are
much larger, totaling $1,383,037,346. in 1934 as compared to
$166,690,219. for the public group.
The problems of business administration and financial
management vary somewhat as between these two types of institu-
tions but there are certain fundamental principles which apply
generally. It is the purpose of this paper to describe a plan
of administration and management applicable primarily to a
small group of the publicly supported institutions known as the
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. As intimated above,
many of the principles considered will have application to the
whole field of higher education, but it is the main objective
to deal with the problems of the land-grant group, whose
features and functions it may be well to describe briefly by
way of introduction.
Nature and Functions of the Land-Grant College
The 69 Land-Grant Colleges and Universities of the
country had their origin in the Federal Act of 1862 known as
the Morrill Act, v;hich allocated public lands to the several
states and territories for the establishment of colleges of
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agriculture and mechanic arts. The Act states that the proceeds
of the land-grant sales were to be devoted to the endowment,
support and maintenance of at least one college in each state
where "the leading object shall be, v/ithout excluding other
scientific and classical studies and including military
tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to
agriculture and mechanic arts in such manner as the legisla-
tures of the states may respectively prescribe, in order to
promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial
classes in the several pursuits and professions of life."
The provisions of the federal act were accepted by
the legislatures of the several states and the benefits were
extended to the newer states as they became members of the
union, so that there is today at least one college of this
type in every state of the union and one each as well in
Alaska and Hawaii. These institutions include various
types from the small college to the great state university.
The functions of the separate institutions vary as well but
in each state there are rendered to the people through these
auspices the three primary services of resident instruction,
scientific research and extension education. In addition,
many of the colleges render technical laboratory and field
services to the agricultural industry. This variety of
functions is important from the viewpoint of business
management since it involves a much more
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complicated problem of organization and management than is
ordinarily found in the college or university concerned
almost solely with resident instruction.
V/e find in these institutions resident instruc -
tion organized on a co-educational basis with both under-
graduate and graduate curricula and in many of them special
vocational courses. A program of organized research in
the 52 land-grant institutions for white students cost, in
1937, $16,L:60,835. The amounts expended by the several
institutions varied from $14,514. at the University of
Georgia to $1,698,467. at the University of California.
Massachusetts State College expended $299,645. for this
(2)
purpose in 1937.
The extension services of these institutions
carry their educational prograjiis to the people where they
live and usually are organized for instruction in agri-
culture and home economics for adults and boys and girls.
These extension service programs cost $26,617,978. during
the year ending June 30, 1937. The largest investment
was by the A. and M. College of Texas, which spent
$2,047,844., and the smallest reported by any of the
institutions was that of Rhode Island State College,
which expended for this purpose $49,908. The expend-
iture of the Ivlassachusetts State College for this type
of extension education was ??^24:2,770.
(2) . Preliminary Report, Land-Grant Colleges and Univer-
sities , year ending June 30, 1937. Circular 172.
United States Department of the Interior, Office of
Education, P. 18.
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Many of the institutions maintain field
stations for research and extension education av/ay from
the main campus. For example, Ilassachusetts has two such
stations: a horticultural station at V/altham and a
cranberry station at Wareham.
In addition to the above described services,
many of these institutions are charged with the responsi-
bility of performing certain regulatory services in connec
tion with the sale of agricultural products. For example,
in IJIassachusetts the State College maintains laboratories
for testing such agricultural products as seeds, ferti-
lizers, feeds^and dairy glassware to insure that such
products sold upon the Massachusetts market comply with
certain minimum standards set up by law.
These several functions of the land-grant in-
stitutions have been described not only to show the var-
iety of services which they render but also to indicate
the complications of administration and management which
they are bound to effect.
Sources of Financial Support
'(/iHiile the land-grant college or university had
its origin, in most cases, in federal grant and is at
present the recipient of various subsidies from this
source, it is essentially a state institution and is an
integral part of the public educational system of the
state. In each State, the constitution or the statutes
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enacted by the legislature define its organization and
(3)
activities and its physical plant is public state property.
Financial support comes from three principle
sources: (1) the appropriation of public funds, (2) re-
ceipts from fees for services and sale of products, and
(3) income from endowment gifts, etc. A detailed analysis
of these receipts will be found in Chapter I of Part II
of this report. It is sufficient here to call attention
to the nature and variety of these sources of income.
Since they are largely public, they emphasize the public
character of the institutions. However, the participation
of three separate organizations or interests in this
financial support: i.e., the Federal Government, State
Government, and Trustees for private funds: involves
particular care and skill in accounting and financial
management.
Public Responsibilities and Relationships
The responsibilities of the land-grant college
to the public are implied in v/hat has been said above.
Through its programs of resident instruction, extension
education, organized research and laboratory service, it
is expected to serve impartially the people of the
Commonwealth, adult and youth. Also, from the beginning,
it has been expected to render service to the agricultural
industry; through its research program, in finding better
(3) Survey of L^ind-Grant Colleges and Universities , Office
of Education, United States Department of the Interior,
Bulletin 9, 1930, Volume 1, P. 35.
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methods of production, distribution and utilization of
agricultural products; and, through its extension program,
in attempting to make agriculture a more profitable industry
and rural home life more satisfying.
being because there was an increasing demand for higher
education which the private endowed institutions were
not meeting. The phenomenal growth of population and
the rapid expansion of economic and social forces during
the raidcile of the nineteenth century created a demand on
the part of citizens for greater opportunities in education
which it seemed must be met by the state.
on "The American State and Higher Education",
Dr. A. P. Meredith, Professor of Educational Administration
at Few York University, makes some interesting comments
concerning this early development of the American institu-
tion of public higher education. He points out that the
early effort and purpose of the people in establishing
these institutions of higher education were to separate
them distinctly from the i^jnerican political system. He
states, "The problem of assimilating higher education
through the political state was accomplished in the
following two ways: In some states the administration
of the university was provided for in the constitution
(4) The American State and Higher Education by Alexr.nder
Brody, published by American Council on Education,
1935, P. V.
The state colleges and universities came into
In his foreword to Dr. ^exander Brody 's treatise
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of the state and its position so entrenched as to make
it similar in status to that of an independent branch
of government. In these states it may be said that
there are four branches of government: executive, judicial,
legislative, and a fourth, educational. In other states
the university was given a corporate character modelled
after the old colonial colleges. The reason for giving
such institutions a "private" character was to remove
its purely institutional and educational functions from
the domain of political interference.. In the former case,
modification was made in the fundamental structure of the
state; in the latter, a modification in structual character
of the institution .""
Whatever may have been the purpose and method of
the founders of our system of public higher education, it
seems clear that the separation of this educational
function from political and other governmental functions
has really never been thoroughly accomplished. For example,
there is in Rfessachusetts an anomalous situation in which
the law in one section confers upon the trustees of the
state college specific authority with regard to the ad-
ministration of the institution, and then elsewhere,
confers the same authority upon other governmental
agencies. \fh±le the original purpose regarding this
separation of the public institutions of higher education
from political influence is clear, it is apparent today
that there is a general tendency toward the concentration
of authority for higher education in central governmental
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agencies which tend to be sensitive to political
influence
.
Type of Organization
The status of the land-grant college in every
state is determined by law, either through constitutional
provision or legislative enactment, r^uthority for the
government of the institution is vested in a governing
board, whose duties and powers are generally set forth in
the organic law. In llassachusetts
,
Chapter 76 of the
General Laws describes the powers and duties of the
Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts State College. In
most cases the governing board is appointed by the
governor of the state and serves without compensation.
It is directly responsible to the state legislature,
though, of course, it also has its responsibilities to
the chief executive of the state, especially when appoint-
ments are" made by him. The Board of Trustees of the
Massachusetts State College is composed of fourteen mem-
bers appointed by the governor, each for a term of seven
years, and also ieeiad^e four ex officio members, includ-
ing the Governor of the Commonwealth, the Commissioner
of Education, the Commissioner of Agriculture and the
President of the College. The Governor serves ex officio
as president of the board.
The Governing Board ordinarily elects the
executive officer of the institution, generally known as
president of the college or university and through him
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appoints the various members of the staff. The chief
administrative officers under the president may be
indicated as follows, although their titles and duties
vary:
1. Dean or Director of Resident Instruction
2. Director of Organized Research
3. Director of Extension Education
4. Business Manager
6. Financial Officer
6, Director of Public Relations
The various activities of the institution are usually
organized under these or similarly designated officials.
Appendix A illustrates such a plan of organization.
Summary
In any consideration of the land-grant institu-
tion, emphasis may well be placed upon its great diversity
of interests. Its functions of teaching, research, exten-
sion education, and technical field and laboratory services
have been described briefly in the foregoing. Its f
i
nancial support comes from a variety of sources, although
in the main from federal and state appropriations. How-
ever, it is essential for the governing board and the
executive, in their administration of the affairs of the
institution, to reconcile these various interests and to
be sure that specific requirements, whether they be those
of federal or state government or private donor, are
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adequately met. Because it is a public institution, the
interests of all citizens are involved, and again it is
the duty of institutional officers to see that these
interests are met without prejudice and with equal
opportunity for all. As President Baker of the Mass-
achusetts State College has said of that institution,
"This is the peoples' college and what they wish it to
be that eventually it will become."
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Part I
Problems of Business xidministration
Chapter I
Organization and Personnel
There was a time when it was a coirunon
practice among our colleges to assign the responsibilities
of financial management and accounting to one or -nore
members of the faculty as a part time responsibility.
What business management was attempted was by a similar
arrangement with members of the teaching staff. However,
such procedure has been long out of vogue and each year
increasing importance is attached to the financial and
business management of our institutions of higher learn-
ing. This is natural since without competent handling of
fiscal affairs and the application of sound business
principles the educational program would be wasteful if
not impossible. Especially in the land-grant institution
is efficient business and financial management essential.
Public funds constitute the principle source of income
and, in order to satisfy appropriating bodies as to
financial needs and to hold the confidence of the taxpayers
in their investment, sound business principles must be
employed.
The Business Officer
The cornerstone of the business organization
is the head business officer, who is known by a variety
of titles in the different institutions among which are
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the following: business manager, treasurer, comptroller
and secretary. Referring to the importance of this office,
which he knew as that of comptroller, President L.D.Coffman
of the University of Minnesota once said in an address
before the Association of University and College Business
(6)
Officers : "The importance of a comptroller's office
is determined not so much by the amount of money that it
handles, or the multiplicity of functions that has been
assigned to it, and certainly only to a very slight extent
by the accuracy of the bookkeeping. It is determined by
the intimacy of the relationship of these matters to the
educational affairs of the institution 1 look
upon the comptrollership of the university as a position
of first importance which may increase in importance with
time depending entirely upon the ability, the vision, the
insight, the educational program of the comptroller him-
self. Unless he thinks of his position primarily in
terms of its educational implications, unless he looks
upon himself as something more than a person who is
appointed to save money, there will be little progress
in this position."
To quote one other authority as to the re —
(6)
^ponsibilities of the business officer ; "The chief
(6) Proceedings of the 18th Annual Meeting of the As*—
6ociation of University and College Business Officers.
1928. P. 8-10.
(6) Bulletin 7, Series 3, Financial Advisory Service of
-American Council on Education. April 1937. P. 4.
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business officer of an institution of higher education,
therefore, should be competent and willing to exercise a
sympathetic and intelligent interest in the work of all
departments. He should be a party in the counsel on all
major matters of policy. The way should be open for him
to express an opinion on all subjects v/hich affect directly
or indirectly the resources or facilities of the institution.
He should not be armed with power, however, that will make it
possible for him to curtail or hinder educational undertakings.*
The functions of the chief business officer have
been the consideration of numerous studies and reports and
there is a current undertaking being sponsored jointly by the
Associations of College and University Business Officers and
the i^erican Council on Education. This is to be a comprehen-
sive study of the administration and management of the business
and financial aspects of institutions of higher education.
There are several associations of business officers,
in general organized on a geographical basis, through which
much progress is being made in the improvement of college and
university business management. A list of these organizations
will be found in Appendix B.
Organization
Many different plans of business organization exist
among the colleges and universities, the size of the institu-
tion being an important factor in determining its form. In
general, there are two types: one, complete centralization in
the business office with the chief business officer directly
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responsible to the president of the institution; and two, a
division of responsibility between the business office and
the financial office. In the latter case, the chief business
and financial officers may be responsible directly to the
president, or the financial officer may be responsible directly
to the governing board.
Sound business practice requires a reasonable degree
of centralized control and responsibility and it appears that
this is best secured under the first plan mentioned above.
This view is endorsed by the editors of the Survey of Land-
(7)
Grant Colleges of 19S8 from which the following is quoted:
"If an effective centralized financial organization is to be
established, if financial administration is to be' placed on
a sound basis, and if a systematic plan of procedure is to be
enforced, it is essential that the chief business officer
should have direct control over all business and fiscal affairs
of the institution. In his office should be concentrated the
receipt of money, handling of expenditures, purchasing, account-
ing, supervision of physical plant, management of business
enterprises, and any other services on the campus involving
the collection and disbursement of funds."
Fiscal affairs should have competent, direct super-
vision as should the various business activities of the insti-
tution. Where the organization is large, this will be accom-
plished by subordinate officers to the business manager. The
(7) Survey of Land Gront Colleges and Universities ^ P. 77.
op. cit. p. 6 (3)
.
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proposed chart of organization shovm in Appendix C indicates
a feasible plan to this end.
Personnel
The emploi-inent and management of personnel is both
an educational and a business problem. Herein ';ve are concerned
only with its business aspects. The employment and supervision
of office and labor personnel is a function of the business
office. The employment of the professional staff is primarily
an educational concern, but there are some factors connected
with it which involve the business office. Such problems as
teacher-student ratio, teaching load and class size are primary
concerns of the educational administration, but, in so far as
they affect costs, they do concern the business management.
A business manager should know what the common practice is in
similar institutions regarding this relationship of ins true —
tional staff to student enrollment and should be able to compare
his local situation therewith.
Classification of Positions
In 1928 the Coramonv/ealth of Ivlassachusetts adopted a
classification system for all state positions including those
at the State College. It was feared, at first, that such a
classification could not be applied satisfactorily to collegiate
positions, and there have been instances from time to time
wherein the strict application of the classification system
has hindered the proper development of the educational service.
However, in principle, such a system is sound, and if it is
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applied with a sympathetic understanding of the peculiar pro-
blems of an institution of higher education, it can contribute
much to efficient administration.
Such a system is based upon the detailed description
of the duties and responsibilities of each position. A salary
range is then prescribed with an entrance and maximum rate and
increments or steps between the two. An example of this
classification of positions is indicated in the following des-
cription of the position of senior clerk and stenographer as
stated in the Massachusetts plan:
"Definition of class
:
Duties: under supervision, to take notes from
dictation of more than average difficulty
and transcribe them on the typev/riter; to
do clerical work of more than ordinary
difficulty and responsibility involving
general familiarity with office proccesses;
in some cases to have supervision over a
small group of other employees on routine
work; and to perform related v/ork as required.
Example: performing responsible technical work of
senior clerk grade and taking dictation for
general correspondence; taking care of
correspondence .files; making out requisitions
and orders; opening and classifying mail;
answering routine correspondence v;ithout
dictation; being responsible for the prep-
aration of payroll and budget accounts and
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expenditures .
"
The classification of positions provides a definite,
clearly understood basis for all employment. Employer and
employee know exactly what duties and responsibilities are
involved in the position and what the salary provides. It is
a part of the theory of classification that the turnover in
personnel involving resignation from the higher paid positions
and new appointments at the entrance rate will stabilize the
cost of personal service.
Clerical and Labor Employment
The employment of clerical and labor personnel norm-
ally is the responsibility of the business office. As in all
tytjes of emplo^Tiient there are two main objectives: efficient
service at fair cost and high institutional morale. The selec
tion of employees is a matter of primary importance. Their
qualifications may Vi-ell be judged under three heads:
1. Personal characteristics:
Most important of these are:
honesty, intelligence, eagerness to serve,
friendliness, initiative, ambition.
2. Training:
The training should be adequate for the job.
This does not mean that all must be college
graduates, but it does mean that they must
have had a type and amount of training which
would qualify them for rendering efficient
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service in the position to which they are
to be appointed. In some college offices
this may require technical and general
education beyond the level usually considered
essential in commercial business for the
particular type of service involved.
3. Experience:
Experience in the field in which the service
is to be rendered is valuable, although the
institution frequently gets better service
from the young person, v/ell-trained, eager
and able, even though lacking in experience.
A printed statement of the terms of employment
handed to the employee at the time of appointraent has much
value. The specimen shown in Appendix D illustrates such a
form which has been used with satisfaction at the Massachusetts
State College for many years
.
There are certain well understood principles of
eraplo;^'ment management which are essential to efficient service.
There should be standard hours and pay for similar work and
such standards should be strictly observed. Special privileges
accorded to any member of the staff invariably involve diffi-
culties. Not only do they establish precedents which forever
plague the administrator, but they tend to develop a general
lowering of the standards of efficient service.
Promotions should be made from within the organization
when there are qualified employees available. This is an
important factor in the development of institutional morale.
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Adininistrative officers can contribute much to institutional
morale by evidencing a real interest in the work of sub-
ordinate employees. This may appear to be a minor factor,
but it is the writer's opinion that the spirit of service
and institutional pride, which is commonly known as morale,
has far reaching and significant bearing upon the efficient
functioning of any institution. Every reasonable measure
should be taken to develop this spirit among employees.
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Chapter 2
Land and Buildings
The management of land and buildings is a very
important function, v;hich devolves upon the business office
of the land-grant institution. These properties represent
large investments ranging in value among the land-grant
institutions from $763,224. for the University of Alaska
to $51,603,347. for the University of California. The
investment in land and buildings at the Llassachusetts State
(8)
College is $4,170,345. Because the service of these
properties involves many construction and engineering pro-
blems, it should have at its head a graduate engineer, pro-
fessionally qualified for the management of this type of
property and personally able to supervise the work of foremen
and laborers such as are required in this service. Counselor
relationships should be developed with the technical depart-
ments of the institution since these are in a position fre-
quently to give valuable professional advice concerning the
problems of plant operation.
Organization
A variety of plans of organization for the work of
this department exists in the several institutions. It would
seem that the most logical is one based upon the functions
(8) Preliminary Report, Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
^
P. 20. op. cit. p. 4 (2).
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involved, and, in accordance therewith, a department of four
divisions is suggested, each headed by a competent foreman
directly responsible to the superintendent of buildings and
grounds. These four divisions are: 1. buildings; 2. grounds;
3. power plant and service utilities; 4. central storage and
delivery service. This plan of organization is visualized in
the chart shown as Appendix E.
Buildings
Obviously, the function of this division is the proper
maintenance of all campus buildings. This includes all carpentry,
plumbing, electrical and painting repairs, and Janitor service.
The foreman in charge vi/ill have a staff of workmen adequate to
handle the regular normal program of work which should be plan-
ned on an annual basis. Funds sufficient to maintain buildings
in proper condition should be budgeted each year and this pro-
gram planned in accordance with the funds available. As emer-
gency work is required, outside temporary labor should be employed
so that the permanent staff will never exceed the normal needs
nor the financial resources of the institution.
Janitor service may be handled in a variety of ways.
One institution contracts with a private company for this ser-
vice. In some a member of the faculty in each building is
designated as in charge of the building, including the janitor
service. The plan recomraended is to place the janitor service
in the charge of the building foreman. He will hire all jani-
tors and be responsible for their service. Since this service
is closely related to the academic use of the various buildings.
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the foreman should cooperate fully with the faculty rep-
resentatives using the building to be sure that every reason-
able effort is made to serve the academic interests involved.
Special instruction classes for janitors are advantageous,
offering opportunity for some training and guidance in the
duties and responsibilities of this important work. There
should be frequent inspection of buildings by the foreman
or his representative to assure high standards of service and
maintenance
.
The standard load per janitor was discovered to
vary greatly in the survey of land-grant colleges conducted
(9)
in 1928 by the federal Office of Education. In one insti-
tution it was as high as 87,120 square feet and in another as
low as 10,000 square feet. One institution fixed the load at
60,000 square feet, but the standard for most institutions
was from 20,000 to 30,000 square feet per janitor.
Grounds
The college campus has both an aesthetic and economic
importance. The institution is frequently judged by its
appearance, and it behooves the grounds division, therefore,
to make it as attractive as possible. The land-grant colleges
are noted for their large campuses, these varying from 16 acres
at the University of Idaho to 800 acres at Mississippi's
Agricultural and Mechanical College. The campus of the
(9) Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities . P. 247.
op. cit. p. 6 (3 )
.
V
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Massachusetts State College comprises 90 acres.
It is the duty of the grounds division to care for
lawns, trees, shrubs, maintain roads and walks, dispose of
>
refuse, and afford police and fire protection. The foreman
should be a trained landscape engineer. Of course, the cost
of grounds maintenance should be budgeted and the work planned
on an annual basis. Since much of the work is seasonal, it
is usually more economical to maintain a skeleton staff and
employ temporary labor as needed.
There is a wide variation in the size of staff em-
ployed for this service among the land-grant institutions
(10)
according to the survey report. On the larger campuses
fewer men relative to total area are employed. The relation-
ship varies from one acre per man on one campus to 40 acres
per man on the largest campus of those reporting. The aver-
age was from 10-15 acres per man.
Power Plant and Service Utilities
Most of the land-grant institutions operate their
own central plant for heat, light and power. This function;
together with the maintenance of water, sewage and private
telephone systems, where these exist; is the logical responsi-
bility of this division of the general grounds and buildings
department. The foreman should be a qualified engineer and
he should have an adequate and well-trained staff. A further
responsibility of this division is the operation of a repair
(10) Ibid. P. 248.
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shop to which departments of the institution may send equip-
ment for repair.
Generally the most expensive operation of the
departjnent is that involving the evaporation of steam for
heat, light and power, and some study has been made of these
costs. The survey of land-grant colleges reports that the
highest cost of evaporating one thousand pounds of steam in
any single institution was ninety cents and the lowest cost
was tv/enty cents, while the average for twenty-six institu-
tions submitting returns was thirty-eight cents. There was
some variation in the items included in the computation, so
that all figures are not exactly comparable, but they do
(11)
afford some basis for comparison.
Central Storage and Delivery Service
One of the more common opportunities for economy
is found in the centralization of storage for bulky equipment
and of local delivery service. These functions may well be
combined as a division of the department of grounds and build-
ings v;ith the service in charge of a competent foreman directly
responsible to the superintendent of grounds and buildings.
Each institution should have an adequate warehouse for the
storage of such bulky and heavy equipment as carpentry,
masons' and plumbers' supplies, surplus furniture, and similar
equipment needed from time to time by the departments of the
(11) Ibid. P. 263.
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institution. All deliveries of freight and express should
be received at this central point, where records should be
kept and all outside shipments should be made from this
point or cleared through this central office.
In connection with this central storage and re-
ceiving depot, there may be operated a local delivery-
service. This will usually involve a central garage and
repair shop where all automotive equipment of the institu-
tion is stored and repaired. Interdepartmental and local
deliveries are made by this service which may also be
charged with the responsibility of handling the intracampus
mail.
Economy of Management
The financial requirements of this department
represent a substantial portion of the total maintenance
cost of the institution, though it is a service department
contributing only indirectly to the main objective. It
is important, therefore, that every possible effort be
made for efficient and economical management. Professor
John Dale Russell, in his study of "Efficiency in College
Management" reports upon a study of 34 institutions in-
dicating the expenditure per student for operation and
(12)
maintenance of plant. He states: "Since expenditure
for plant operation and maintenance has no apparent relation
to the size of the enrollment, the wide range in cost for
(12) Efficiency in College Management . Bulletin 6, volume 7, 1931,
P. 61-62. School of Education of Indiana University.
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this item may indicate a variation in efficiency of
management." The enrollment in the 54 institutions
studied varied from 128 to 1785 with a median of 489.
The expenditure per student for operation and maintenance
and plant varied from $10.56 to $61.21 with a median of
$37.42. The percentage of total expenditure devoted to
operation and maintenance of plant varied from 7 to 18.8^
with a median of 12,8%, The smallest cost was for an
institution with a student enrollment of 892 and the
largest was for an institution with a student enrollment
of 545. Both the largest and the smallest institutions,
in point of student enrollment, corresponded very closely
to the median in the items of expenditure. Since this
study involved only institutions with resident instruction
programs, it cannot be considered as a basis for accurate
comparison with the land-grant type in which research and
extension programs are also conducted. However, it does
offer some basis for judging relative costs for this
service.
Summary
The principle purpose of this chapter is to
suggest a plan of organization for the various services
involved in the maintenance of grounds and buildings.
Such a plan should be based upon centralized authority
which, it would appear, could be procured by having a
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general superintendent of grounds and buildings
responsible to the institutional business officer
and, under him, a foreman for each of the four major
divisions of the department. The assignment of
responsibility for the maintenance of grounds and
buildings to a member of the resident faculty, who
has at the same time academic responsibilities, is
not recommended. The supervising officers of the
grounds and buildings service should have such person-
alities as to be able to cooperate easily and effective-
ly with the academic staff to secure satisfactory and
efficient service, but these officers should be re-
sponsible for the service and not the academic faculty.
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Chapter 3
Office Mansgement
Efficient office management involves the effective
use of personnel and equipment. It is particularly difficult
in most colleges and universities because of the separation
of offices located in numerous buildings spread out over a
wide area. Under such circumstances, the standardization
and flexibility of service and the economical use of equip-
ment become extremely'' difficult. Peak loads in one depart-
ment may coincide with slack loads in another and yet it is
seldom that the entire service can be so coordinated as to
make possible advantageous interdepartmental transfers.
Therefore, there is a tendency for each department to build
up a clerical staff adequate to meet its maximum needs. For
these reasons, college administrations have been giving some
consideration to the possibility of centralizing institutional
clerical service. This plan involves the bringing together
into one or more central pools the clerks available for sec-
retarial service. Members of the staff will then come to
these central pools for what clerical service they need. It
is quite possible to send clerks from the central pools to
staff offices as their services are required, or dictation
and transcription may be handled through the use of machines.
Such a system undoubtedly would economize the use of clerical
oaio
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service by providing flexibility to meet changing department
demands and tlirough the greater efficiency of centralized
supervision. However, it has disadvantages and is considered
quite impracticable by many business officers. Inconvenience
to the professional staff and the problem of maintenance of
departmental files are the principle difficulties. Some insti-
tutions have met the problem, at least in part, by the establish-
ment of small central pools on a divisional basis in which are
handled extraordinary departmental services, while normal depart-
mental routine is handled by local clerical service within the
department. Cne difficulty with this arrangement is the tendency
for the department to load more and more of its v;ork upon the
central pool.
Survey Regarding Central Stenographic Service
The author recently asked the business officers of ten
of the land-grant institutions for an expression of opinion upon
this subject of centralized stenographic service. Seven institu-
tions responded including the following: Connecticut State College,
Cornell University, Iowa State College, University of T%ryland,
University of ITew Hampshire, Pennsylvania State College and
Massachusetts State College.
None of these operate a general central stenographic
service although two maintain divisional pools. Tv/o business
officers replied that they considered central stenographic service
quite impracticable due to the v/ide geographical distribution of
campus offices and the difficulty of providing satisfactory service
to a professional staff unless sech service is close at hand.
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Five replies indicated a belief in the feasibility of a modified
form of centralized service apparently along the line of the di--
Visional pools just described. Fo one seemed ready to endorse the
idea of a general central stenographic service. It seemed to be
the concensus of opinion that there are some activities which have
to be carried on in most department offices and that these require
some continuous local clerical service. A question was asked as to
the ratio of clerks to professional staff in academic and adminis-
trative departments. Two of the officers felt that such figures can-
not be compared satisfactorily due to diffErences in local situa-
tions. It is probable that these differences do exist in the data
submitted. However, a summary of the figures submitted by five
institutions is shown in the follov/ing with the caution that the
comparison may not be precise.
Ratio of clerks to professional staff
In academic and productive In administrative departments
departments
high 1 to 2.33 high 1 to .25
low 1 to 6.10 low 1 to 1.75
average 1 to 3.41 average 1 to .67
In conclusion it may be said that departmental steno-
graphic service probably provides the most convenient and satisfac
t-ory arrangement from the view point of the professional staff. V/here
funds are adequate to provide this type of service, it is doubtless
unwise to change. However, when funds are inadequate to meet needs
on this basis some centralization of the service may offer a so —
/ution. The institutions appear to have made little use of mechan-
ical dictating equipment and yet this has proven its efficiency in
many businesses. Its wider use might aid in the solution of the
problem of inadequate service and it would seem to offer many ad -
vantages for use in conjunction with a central service plan.
Sli'
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Office Manager
However the clerical service of the institution may
be organized; whether entirely distributed among departmental
offices, almost wholly in one large central pool, or divided
between departmental offices and the central pool; the general
supervision of an institutional office manager is evssential.
His responsibilities will include the following: 1. Selection
of candidates for appointment (sometimes in cooperation with
the department head). This responsibility involves the main-
tenance of classified lists of available candidates and a
careful investigation of their qualifications. 2. General
supervision of the institutional clerical service. V/here
clerks are placed within the departmental organization, this
supervision will involve cooperation with the department head
concerned. 3. Supervision of the use of office equipment.
This refers particularly to the use of mechanical office
equipment such as computing machines, dictating machines,
accounting machines, etc. 4. Supervision of the operation of
central services such as duplicating, addressing, mailing and
the like. 5. Counsellor with regard to office management
problems
.
It is needless to say that, to fulfill acceptably
the responsibilities of this office, the encumbent should
have had adequate training in business and office practice
with experience in personnel management and some understand-
ing of the problems peculiar to the land-grant institution.
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His position should be that of assistant to the institutional
business manager.
Clerical Service
The problem of the organization of the clerical
service is not subject to general recommendation but will
have to be solved by each institution in such manner as to
best serve local interests. However, there are certain prin-
ciples which form a basis for efficient clerical employment
and which may be treated rather specifically.
The first step is the selection of adequately trained
and competent employees. For this purpose, the office manager
should maintain contact with training institutions and should
keep an up-to-date list of available candidates. Hini-num re-
quirements for eligibility to appointment should be established.
A candidate may be accepted as eligible upon the certification
of the principal of a training school of good reputation, or
she may become eligible by satisfactorily passing such tests
as would measure her skill in the line of work for which she
is seeking employment and would indicate her general aptitude
and mental capacity. No appointments to a clerical position
in the institution should be considered final until the can-
didate has been approved by the office manager.
The office manager should keep adequate personnel
records concerning the service of each clerical employee.
Such records will be a valuable source of information for the
consideration of salary increases and promotions and will tend
to promote greater efiiciency and institutional morale. It
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sometimes occurs that a clerk assumes, and apparently acquires,
authority superior to that of the Department Head, with the
result that salary increases tend to become automatic and
efficiency of service low. An adequate record of the service
of each employee, supervised by the institutional office
manager, tends to correct such situations.
Another step in the proper management of clerical
service is the analysis of each job. The specific require-
ments of each job should be known by the office Pxianager and
the capabilities of the employee or applicant should be compared
(13)
to these requirements in order to insure efficient service.
Office Equipment
Mechanical equipment is becoming an increasingly
important element in the business office and there can be
little doubt as to the wisdom of the policy which discontinues
hand operations when it is clearly demonstrated that these can
be accomplished more quickly and economically by machine.
There are some business machines which the modern office rarely
does v/ithout. Many offices, however, are constantly facing
the question as to how far they shall go in the adoption of
new mechanical equipment and methods. Mr. Z. A. Mills, Bursar
of Princeton University, discussed this problem before the
Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the Association of University and
(13) Twenty Year Development Program , Iowa State College,
Part VIII, P. 36.
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(14)
College Business Officers of the Eastern States in 1935.
He spoke particularly of accounting machines, emphasizing,
however, that similar conclusions may be reached with regard
to other types of mechanical office equipment. He described
the advantages of these machines under the headings: simplicity,
economy, flexibility, speed and legibility. He cautioned
against too great enthusiasm for the universal adoption of
machine operation explaining that under many circumstances,
such as, wide seasonal variation in the amount of work to be
handled, the hand method still may be more economical. Each
institution has its own peculiar problems in this respect
and the local situation should be carefully studied before
final decision as to machine installation is reached. In
conclusion, he states: "To continue obsolete methods of
recording business transactions when better methods are avail-
able is to practice waste instead of economy. You cannot
afford to do by hand what a machine does more accurately and
more quickly."
An opportunity for significant economy in office
management lies in the centralized control of the more expensive
types of office machines. Such a system has been worked out
for typewriters and certain other equipment at Iowa State
College, which is yielding much satisfaction according to
(14) Minutes of Sixteenth Annual Meeting of Association of
University and College Business Officers of the Eastern
States, 1935. P. 100.
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(16)
Mr. Gregg's report. "The entire purpose of this service
is to enable the institution to render, a high quality of
service at a minimum of cost. Involved in the work are the
following: (1). placing all typewriters on a rental basis
sufficient in amount to provide for repairs and replace:nents
on a predetermined basis; (2). requiring every department
and administrative unit using machines to pay into a revolving
typewriter fund an agreed monthly rental; (3). providing for
withdrawals of machines when so directed by departments;
(4X providing for peak loads by owning or renting a few more
machines than is required during an average period; and
(5). arranging contracts with typewriter companies for the
replacement of machines on a predetermined basis.
The monthly rental charge made to departments at
Iowa State College was, until October 1, 1936, $1.10 for
each machine. Under the contract made at the time this service
began this rate was sufficient. However, owing to the advance
in prices of machines, it has been necessary to increase the
rate to $1.26.
The results of this policy are two-fold: (1). the
number of typev/riters demanded by departments has been con-
siderably reduced. Those not needed in the departments are
promptly returned to the Office Manager, thus making them
available for other departments which need them; and (2). it
(16) Twenty Year Development Program , Iowa State College,
H. C. Gregg, Business Manager, Part VIII, P. 68.
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has enabled the college, on a basis of relatively slight
charge to departments, to provide a high type of maintainance
service. It has also enabled the college to improve the
average quality of this equipment by developing a plan for a
regular renev/al of machines."
This type of centralized control also lends itself
to the use of such equipment as dictating machines, computing
machines, photographic equipment, etc.
There are certain types of office operations, such
as duplicating and mailing, which can be handled best in a
central office under the supervision of the office manager.
Most land-grant institutions require such equipment as mimeo-
graph, multigraph, addressograph, and similar equipment, and
this is most efficiently used under centralized control.
With modern improvements in simple printing equipment available
much of the printing of the institution, in the matter of forms
and folders, can be done economically at the central office.
Protection in the use of postage and mailing also can be
accomplished by the use of a central sealing and stamping
machine for the handling of all outgoing mail. The storage
and mailing of bulletins is an important task in the land-
grant college and this, too, may be placed logically under
the supervision of the office manager.
Standard Office Practices
A printed office manual setting forth the standard
practices and procedures of the institution is indispensable
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to efficient office management. Such a manual should be in
every office and on the desk of each department head and should
include instructions, not only for routine office procedure,
but, also, such administrative matters as come within the
scope of departmental activities, looseleaf form is conven-
ient in that it lends itself to frequent revision at small cost.
The outline below indicates some of the subjects
covered in a manual which has been found very useful at one
(16)
institution.
I. BUILDINGS, OPERATION" AND MklNTENiU^CE
1. Responsibility for Care
2. Closing of Campus Buildings
3. Removal of Property from College Buildings
4. Fire Alarm
II. FINANCIAL MATTERS
10. Budget
11. New Positions
12. Purchasing
13. Sales of College Produce
14. Bills
16. Gifts to the College
III. GENERAL CAIAPUS AFFAIRS
20. Campus Activities Schedule
23. Calling of Meetings
26. Entertainment of Guests
27. Official Campus Calendar
32. Telephone Toll Service
38. Committee Reports
IV. GENERAL OFF-CAMPUS AFFAIRS
60. Report of Extension Activities
61. Speakers' Bureau
62. College Representation at Hearings
63. Radio Broadcasting
54. Endorsement of Commercial Products
(16) lilanual of Standard Practices , Massachusetts State College
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V. PERSOmiEL
60. appointments and Terms of Employment
61. Obligations of Staff
62. Leaves of Absence on Account of Sickness
66. Professional Improvement Leaves of Absence
71. Perquisites
73. Retirement System
VI. PRINTING, x^UBLICATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
80. Printing Regulations
81. Publications
82 . Letterheads
83. Photographic Work and Prices
VII. TRAVEL
90. Requisitions and Accounts
91. Travel Rules
In addition to his responsibility for the general
supervision of office management practices as described, the
encumbent of this office should be helpful in advising depart-
ment heads concerning improved methods and equipment. Filing
is an example of office practices which is generally capable
of improvement with resulting economy. It is easier to file
everything and keep it than to handle papers with discretion,
filing permanently only those which have permanent value,
transferring and eliminating at regular intervals those which
have not. Files should be so operated as to guarantee the
safety and instant availability of all valuable papers. There
are various systems for accomplishing this and the best one
for any particular office will depend upon the local circum-
stances. In this matter as in many others, the office manager
should be able to give valuable advice and assistance to the
department and they should look to him for guidance and help
in their many office problems.
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Chapter 4
Purchasing
The importance of efficient and economical purchasing
may be judged by the fact that from one-fourth to one-third
of all of the expenditures of most institutions are for the
purchase of supplies and equipment. This means that in many
institutions annual purchases amount to several hundred thou-
sands of dollars.
The object of a separate purchasing organization is
to procure quickly needed supplies and equipment of the
quality required and at the lowest cost. The value of central
purchasing lies in the economy which it is able to make
through quantity discounts, in the technical advisory service
which it provides concerning specifications for purchase, and
in the financial control made possible through systematized
purchase procedure.
The purchasing office should not be a barrier to
purchasing, although it is frequently considered such by
other members of the staff. Institutional funds are pro-
vided specifically for purchasing and the educational pro-
gram of the institution is dependent upon the acquisition
of supplies and equipment as needed. Therefore, the attitude
of the purchasing officer should be that his job is to render
every possible assistance to the technical staff in the pro-
curement of the materials which they need.
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State Restrictions
State regulations require thirteen of the land-
grant institutions to do their purchasing either in whole
(17)
or in part through a central state purchasing officer.
In most of these, considerable leeway is permitted in the
purchase of scientific apparatus, farm livestock and materials
to meet emergency needs. In a few of the states, the require-
ment that purchases clear through the central state officer
is very rigid. For example, in Jilassachusetts no purchase
involving an expenditure of ten dollars or more may be made
except with the approval of the state purchasing agent whose
office is ninety miles from the institution. Under such
circumstances efficient purchasing is difficult, delays are
bound to occur and the scientific and technical needs of the
institution frequently are not satisfactorily met.
Ordering
Each purchase should originate with the person or
department that ultimately is to use the material. Such an
original order usually takes the form of a requisition
approved by the department head responsible for funds
apportioned for the purpose. This requisition should indi-
cate the quantity, specifications, and may include the
sources from which the material is procurable. This re-
quisition goes to the financial office where it is checked
(17) Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities , P. 178.
op. cit. p. 6 (3)
.
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to assure availability of funds and the propriety of using
such funds for the purcliase. Upon approval by the finance
officer, the requisition goes to the purchasing officer
who places the order. Some institutions insist that the
chief business officer sign all purchase requisitions.
This would seem to add an unnecessary burden to his large
responsibilities. The purchasing officer should be his
representative in this connection and refer to him only
extraordinary purchases or those which appear to involve
a question of institutional policy.
Placing the Order
There are many modern aids to economical buying,
including testing laboratories, purchasers' journals and the
like. Undoubtedly, the most effective aid to the purchasing
officer of educational institutions is the Educational Buyers'
Association. This is a mutual service organization with 280
member institutions located in 42 states and Canada. Its
headquarters are 100 Washington Square East, New York City.
It sponsors professional meetings and conferences for buyers
of educational institutions, enters into agreesment with
companies for the purpose of obtaining quantity discounts,
undertakes "products' tests" for the benefit of its members,
and publishes a semi-monthly bulletin of information. Recently
it has established a cooperative subsidiary for the actual
purchase of standard supplies and equipment for distribution
to its members. It has been very successful in obtaining
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substantial discounts for educational purchasing agents. One
member institution reported that the discounts obtained
through this association were larger in many items than those
obtained by the central state purchasing bureau.
Wherever the quantity used and the nature of the
article will peimit, standard specifications should be
developed and competitive bids requested, usually on the
basis of a year's supply. Such bids should be sealed and
opened at a predetermined time and place. The buyer should
reserve the specific right to reject any or all bids. Great
care is necessary in the preparation of specifications in
order to assure that the type and quality of goods required
will be clearly understood by all bidders. Probably the
greatest opportunity for economy in purchasing exists in
this particular aspect of the problem. More attention should
be given to price consideration and this is possible only
when all bids stand upon an equal basis of quality. It is
sometimes necessary to reject the lowest bid because of
failure to meet specifications, or there may be reasonable
question as to ability to live up to the proferred contract.
The dual object of economy and efficient service should be
the basis for decision in any such case and the latter should
not be sacrificed for the sake of the former. It frequently
occurs that both are sacrificed when the latter is overlooked.
Summary
"Effective purchasing today may almost be termed a
science of its own. The person charged with this responsibility
I
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needs to have had special training for this work, and should
be using every effort to keep up to date in his knowledge of
prices and sources. Colleges generally are failing to have
available on their business staff some person specifically
trained in methods of purchasing, to whom this responsibility
(18)
can be assigned." In this chapter, only a brief outline of
fundamental procedure has been attempted. Four specific points
may be emphasized in summary: 1. the necessity for complete
centralization of purchasing 2. a standard procedure understood
by all 3. a trained and capable purchasing officer directly
responsible for all purchasing and 4. an accounting system
which will assure the taking of all discounts allowed.
(18) Efficiency in College ffenagement by John Dale Russell,
Bulletin 6, volume 7, P. 64, 1931, School of Education,
Indiana University
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Chapter V
Auxiliary Business Enterprises
Certain enterprises of a business nature are an
important adjunct of all colleges and universities. This
is particularly true of the land-grant institutions whose
varied programs of instruction, research, and demonstration
involve, in addition to the ordinary college business
projects, such productive operations as farming, food
processing and forestry. The gross receipts of all these
activities are estimated to amount to one half million
dollars at the Ilassachusetts State College and in the larger
institutions they are, in general, proportionately greater.
These enterprises are classified into three groups for
convenience in this study: (1) Departmental Productive
Enterprises, (2) Institutional Service Enterprises,
(3) Student Business Enterprises.
Departmental Productive Enterprises
This group includes such enterprises as the farm,
dairy products laboratory, food preservation laboratory and
demonstration forest. They are an essential part of the ed-
ucational program of the institution. In each case they pro-
vide a laboratory for students, a demonstration of the practices
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which the college recommends, and a laboratory for the
scientific investigations of the Experiment Station. V/hile
their main purpose is educational, and this object should
have primary consideration in their management, they do
produce for sale, buy and sell, and have the distinguishing
characteristics of a business enterprise. Usually the funds
involved are very substantial and^of course^ it is essential
that the principles of sound business management be applied
insofar as this may be possible without interfering with
the main educational objective.
Business control of these enterprises is not always
easy since, as a rule, they are in direct charge of pro-
fessional members of the teaching and research staffs, whose
primary interest]^ is in the educational aspects and who are
inclined to be irritated by restrictions as to business pro-
cedure. However, since there is involved the handling of
considerable sums of money which are in reality public funds,
and since there are bound to be abuses if some business con-
trol is not exercised, it is essential that techniques be
developed which will provide adequate business control with
a minimum of annoyance to the educational and research
personnel. The responsibility for this business control
centers logically in the Business Office of the institution.
Some one member of the business staff should be responsible
for the general supervision of these activities. The pur-
chasing officer is so designated in some institutions, for
one reason because of the importance of centralized purchasing
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in these particular activities.
The main problems of business administration which
are faced in connection with these enterprises are: (1) limit-
ation of the extent of the enterprise; (2) making the enterprise
as self-supporting as possible; (3) marketing practices;
(4) accounting; (6) use of income.
Extent of Enterprise
The educational needs of the institution should be the
limiting factor in the development of any of these enterprises.
Expansion beyond this point is an unwarranted infringement upon
the field of private business and is almost certain to bring
criticism upon the institution. This is logical in viev; of the
competition for markets and the natural feeling on the part of
competing private business men that the public enterprise does
not have to meet the severe financial standards of the private
business. Especially in an institution whose main objective
is education, there are bound to be hidden costs in the pro-
duction of all products for sale.
An effort should be made, therefore, to determine what
are the educational and research needs for each type of pro-
ductive enterprise, and then the development should be limited
to these needs. There is always a tendency for successful
enterprises to expand, and it is not the least difficult of
the problems of the administrator to fix their growth within
the limits of their needs. However, this is bravely attempted
in most institutions and in many instances with marked success.
For example, at Massachusetts State College, the Board of Trustees
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appointed a faculty committee some years ago to study the
needs of the college with respect to the size of the live-
stock enterprise. Following such a study and report, the
Trustees voted to limit the number of livestock on the
college farm to fifteen mature, fifteen young animals, and
two sires in each of the five breeds maintained there. Recent-
ly, mature orchards^which were no longer needed for research
or demonstration purposes^v>^ere eliminated in line with this
policy.
Under the peculiar circuinstences which surround these
enterprises in an educational institution, their real service
is not measured by the value of their product nor even their
net financial profit, but by the contribution which they make
to the main educational program. Therefore, they should be
limited in extent to the needs of that program and eliminated
when such need no longer exists.
Economical Operation
The educational and research programs of the college
make difficult the economical operation of its productive
enterprises. For example, it is more expensive to maintain
several breeds of cattle than it would be to keep one, but
the educational program requires that the important breeds
be represented in the college herd. Then^too^ many of the
ordinary operations are increased in expense due to the
necessity of securing accurate data tlirough the operation
of small research plots, etc. Legitimate educational ob-
jectives should be served, of course, but these should not
I
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constitute a blanket excuse for disregard of fundamental
economy.
One means of securing economy of management of
these productive enterprises is through the cooperation of
the foremen in charge. A standing committee of these foremen,
which meets regularly for the consideration of problems of
mutual interest is an effective instrumentality in this con-
nection. The joint use of equipment, standardization of hours
and wages of labor^ and Joint programs of work are some of the
accomplishments made possible through such cooperation. Others
will be discovered in mutual council.
Central purchasing is an important factor in the
economical management of these enterprises. Large purchases
of feed, fertilizer and other materials are involved in their
operation. A substantial saving can be secured through group-
ing these orders and handling them through a central agency.
This makes possible the economies of large scale purchasing,
competitive bidding, and contractual arrangements on staples.
The efficient marketing of the products of these
enterprises is, of course, an important phase of efficient
management.
Marketing of Products
When the products of a public enterprise come into
competition with those of private business, there is bound
to be criticism. It behooves the public officer responsible
to exercise every reasonable care to the end that such com-
petition may not be unfair to the private producer. The
public enterprise has a right to dispose of its products to
1a'l
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its best commercial advantage, but it does not have the
right to infringe unfairly upon the rights of private
business
•
In this connection certain general practices may be
recommended which will tend to avoid criticism and conflict.
The products of the public institution, which must be disposed
of through sale, should be sold at no less ttian the going
market price. Frequently their superior quality makes possible
a premium, and this should be charged when warranted. The
point is that these products should not put those of private
business at any disadvantage whatsoever because of price.
Where the local market is small, it is wise for the
public institution to keep out of it, and to sell its products
in a larger market even though this may be at some distance.
Usually, it is sound policy to use as much as possible of the
institution's products on the campus. Here there may be a
conflict of educational and business policy. The financial
return may be greater from outside sale but ^if the use of
the product on the campus aids the educational program ^that
is sufficient justification for the procedure. A pertinent
example is the disposition of food products through dining
hall use. Usuallv
.
these products are superior to the ordinary
commercial products, and it would seem that the health and
satisfaction of the student body through their use in the
local dining hall warrants their disposition in that manner.
Advertising and extensive marketing services are
usually unwise in the disposition of these products. Such
extraneous services tend to aggravate the criticism of
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private business and, except where they are essential for
the disposal of the products, they should be avoided.
The disposal of excessive surplus products is
always a problem. Sometimes other state institutions will
take them. This provides an efficient means of disposal
since the product is used in the public service. Where
departments of food preservation are established, surplus
food products frequently can be preserved to advantage.
In the summer of 1937 a surplus crop of tomatoes in the
vegetable gardens of the Massachusetts State College was
handled in this way and a substantial financial saving
realized. Three departments cooperated in this enterprise,
the vegetable gardening department, the department of food
preservation, and the college dining hall.
Sales procedure involves a number of considerations.
A central institutional store for the distribution of all
products, wholesale and retail, is recommended. As compared
to independent sales by the producing departments, this has
many advantages. It is economical from the point of viev/
of sales force and general overhead; makes possible a more
convenient, safe and accurate handling of cash and records;
and usually results in better service. Such a store should
be under the direct supervision of the institutional business
office.
The matter of credit is always troublesone. At
Jfessachusetts State College all sales for credit recently were
discontinued and all business is now done on a strictly cash
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basis. This has many advantages over any system of credit
extension. V/here credit is extended by the sales agencies,
it should be only to persons previously certified as being
eligible to receive it by the business office.
riccounting Practices
Since the products resulting from these enterprises
represent real values belonging to the public, great care
must be taken in accounting for them. The basic record is
that of production and against this sales and other disposition
must be checked. Convenient forms for the various types of
production sh^'Uld be supplied by the business office. Reports
on these forms should be submitted to the business office at
regular intervals. These reports should constitute the official
production record for each department and should be used for
all purposes. Duplication of production records for other
purposes has often led to misunderstandings and difficulties
when auditors make their checks. If production records are
necessary for educational purposes, as they frequently are,
they should be so coordinated with the business record that
no possibility of disagreement exists.
Where sales are conducted through one central store,
there should be little difficulty in maintaining an accurate
sales record. A sales record of each transaction should be
made on some sim.ile form which may be used by the business
office as a check upon the cash and credit accounts. Ordinarily
this will be accomplished by use of a machine register. The
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disposition of products through other methods than sales
constitutes a more difficult problem. Careful and accurate
records must be made since this method of disposition is
most subject to suspicion. A form similar to the sales slip
can be used which will indicate to the business office the
quantity of product thus disposed^and the reason for its
disposition in this manner.
It is important, of course, that the producing
department be credited with the returns realized from the
sale of its products. This can be accomplished by simple
bookkeeping procedure. The store should maintain a perpetual
inventory which can be easily verified by check of the
physical stock.
Use of Inc ome
In most of the states the land-grant college or
university is permitted the use of its receipts from pro-
ductive enterprises in the maintenance of the institution.
There are varying degrees of restriction concerning this
practice. The situation is set forth very clearly by
Dr. John H. McNeeley in his recent article in the Journal
(15)
of Higher Education. It is an important problem with
many aspects. Suffice it here to refer briefly to its
relationship to the management of productive enterprises.
(l*") The Disposition of Institutional Receipts by John H.
McNeeley in the Journal of Higher Education, April 1937.
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In Massachusetts receipts from these enterprises must revert
directly to the state treasury. The operation of the enter-
prises, therefore, becomes an obligation upon the appropriation
of the institution, and the more extensive they become, regard-
less of their net cost, the heavier their burden upon the in-
stitutional appropriation. In most states they are provided
for by a revolving fund through which income is available for
meeting the cost of the enterprise, and thereby giving them a
degree of independence which is essential to their economical
management. It is obvious that the business officer should
never have to face the question as to whether or not a profit-
able crop of apples can be harvested because of the additional
burden which this places upon the institutional appropriation.
INSTITUTIONAL SERVICE ENTERPRISES
The educational program of the land-grant institution
involves much more than the classroom, laboratory, and the
ordinary facilities of higher education. Besides the enter-
prises just described in the field of production, there is
need for residence and dining halls, hospital, store, laundry,
printing and duplicating service, photographic laboratory, etc.
There is a general need for housing facilities among the land-
grant colleges. A survey of these institutions published in
1930 indicated that for the year 1927-28 only 16.9% of
(ft) Survey of Land Grant Colleges and Universities. Bulletin #9.
1930. Office of Education. U.S.Department of Interior.
Page 200.
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students enrolled in these institutions were housed in campus
dormitories. It is very doubtful that there has been any
improvement in this situation since, for student enrollment
has increased rapidly and in most cases construction has not
kept pace.
The housing and feeding of students is a business
enterprise, and it should be planned and operated upon that
(a)
basis. In eight states colleges have secured legislation
authorizing them to finance the construction of new residence
halls through the issuance of bonds or special corporation
financing. This is a reasonable solution to the problem of
student housing which faces the administration of so many of
our land-grant institutions.
The experience at Iowa State College is a good illus —
(21)
tration of how this plan may vtfork out. Under the authority
of special legislative enactment of 1926 the Iowa State Board
of Education has borrowed a total $290,000 with which it has
erected dormitories on the campus at Ames. During eight years
of operation $173,800 of this loan has been repaid. This has
been accomplished through strict economy in the operation of
the buildings.
(a) These institutions are: Purdue University, Iowa State College
University of Kentucky, University of Minnesota, Rutgers
University, Oregon Agricultural College, Pennsylvania State
College, and the State College of Washington.
(21) Twenty Year Development Program, part 8, page 69, Iowa State
College
.
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The manageraent and operation of dining halls and
residence halls should be under the supervision of the in-
stitutional business office. V/here the project is sufficient-
ly large, a director of housing and sometimes a director of
dining halls, who are responsible to the business office, are
required. Cooperation with the office of the Dean, or the
director of student activities, is essential, of course, but
there should be no divided authority in the business manage-
ment of these projects.
It is not the aim of these enterprises to earn a
profit nor should they be operated at a loss. They should
meet all current costs, including interest and depreciation,
and should provide a reserve for obsolescence.
In the operation of institutional dining halls the
cafeteria plan seems to be supplanting the older table service
procedure, except where dining halls are adjunct to residence
halls, and even here the number of cafeterias is increasing.
Hospital
Most modern colleges find it necessary to operate at
least a modest infir-oary, and many operate complete and modern
hospitals for the benefit of their students. V/here such an
enterprise is conducted, the business office must be concerned
since receipts and expenditures of substantial amounts are
involved. Usually a special kitchen and dining room is necessary
and frequently the hospital renders special service such as
those of an X-ray laboratory, drugs supply room, etc.
In liiany institutions, it is considered wise educational
^1i3 C
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policy to provide several days free time in the infirmary for
students ordered there by the college physician because of
ill health. This is a form of socialized medicine since it
is common practice for all students to pay a flat fee upon
registration covering their possible requirements in this
connection.
The problems of business management involve the
collection and accounting for funds, purchase of supplies and
equipment, and maintenance of physical facilities. Hospital
facilities are maintained primarily for the benefit of students
and, where they are limited, service must necessarily be limited
also. Probably the best policy is to make a sharp distinction
between students and others as is done at Massachusetts State
College. Here infirmary facilities are available to students
only, except in cases of emergency when it may be necessary to
use them temporarily for the benefit of faculty and others.
In general, business practices follow those already discussed
under the heading of residence and dining halls. Daily reports
of all patients admitted and discharged should be made to the
business office. All drug sales should be on a cash basis
reported on the standard sales slip in the manner of all sales.
Charges for X-ray and other special services should be
collected at the time the service is rendered and reported to
the business office on the usual sales slip form.
Book Store
A variety of plans are follov/ed in the operation of
college and university book stores, including the private
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concession, cooperative plan, and institutional management.
Institutional management on a non-profit basis seems to be
most satisfactory. The object of this store is to provide
a convenient and economical source of supply, for students
and faculty, for those supplies and small equipment essential
to the functioning of the educational program. Most institu-
tions have experienced the difficulties which arise from
miscellaneous campus sales agencies which inevitably spring
up when no central store is established. Some member of
each academic department will attempt to provide his students
vi^ith the supplies needed in the course. Due to the casual
manner of such an enterprise, there will be cases of under-
charging, overcharging and loss of collection which in the
aggregate makes for institutional embarrassment, if not actually
serious difficulty. So the central store, usually knovm as
the book store, has become^ on most campuses^ an important ed-
ucational facility. Its principle stock in trade is composed
of text books, paper and other supplies normally used by students
sporting goods, and frequently such convenience goods as toilet
articles, candy, periodicals, etc. V/here such a store is estab-
lished, it should be the sole agency on the campus for the
sale of this type of supply to students. The store manager
should be an employee of the institution under the supervision
of the business office. Accounting, purchasing and general
policies should be directed by him as an agent of this office.
There is a temptation, sometimes, to impose upon the
functions of the central store, such responsibilities as the
i
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underwriting of faculty publications, distribution of staple
supplies to faculty members, operation of special funds for
student financing, etc. It would appear a wiser policy to
limit the scope of this enterprise to the function first
described. The underwriting of faculty publications may be
justified when it has application to the academic program of
the college and when it is clearly feasible as a business
venture. The purchase and sale of second-hand text books is
an appropriate activity for the store and is conducted on a
large scale in some institutions.
Auxiliary Services for Departments
The heterogeneous program of the land-grant college
puts many demands upon its educational department*, and these
in turn require services not found ordinarily in the endowed
college or university. These include such as the following:
laundry, printing and binding, photography, supply depot,
duplicating and mailing, and equipment service.
The type of service referred to herein generally will
be rendered better and more economically if procured from a
private source. The laundry is an example. Its establishment
involves a substantial investment in expensive equipment and
is Justified only when the institution can be assured of actual
financial savings in its laundry costs or when it is so isolated
as to make its dependence upon a commercial laundry impracticable.
The same is true as to printing and binding, although not quite
so true of photographic service. Duplicating, mailing and
equipment service are an essential part of an adequate educational
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organization of the land-grant college type.
As visual aids in education have become increasingly
important, the photographic service on the campus has "become
practically a necessity. In addition to the actual service
of taking photographs, making slides and prints and serving
the educational departments in similar capacities; photographic
service also acts in an advisory capacity to all departments
in connection with visual education. Its operation makes
possible a significant economy in the amount of photographic
equipment on the campus and it is possible to compete, at
least on an equal basis, with commercial services in supplying
the needs of the college in this field. The business aspects
of this service should be under the supervision of the business
office.
A central supply depot from which departments draw
staple supplies such as paper, pencils, books, stationary, etc.
is essential. This service is an activity of the business
office. Its supplies are procured usually on annual contract
placed by the purchasing agent, and they are withdrawn by the
department on the usual requisition form.
STUDENT BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
Student organizations constitute an important part of
every modern college and university. They provide for such
activities as dramatics, musical clubs, athletics and social
and professional clubs. Most of them handle funds, sometimes
in very substantial amounts. H. C. Gregg, Business ^lanager of
Iowa State College estimates that almost two hundred student
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organizations on that campus, exclusive of fraternities and so-
(22)
orities, collect and spend annually approximately $100,000.
Since they are a part of the college, the college administration
must accept some responsibility for the honest and efficient
management of these funds, and it is apparent that colleges,
generally, are accepting this responsibility. The Survey of
Land-Grant Colleges in 1928 discovered that 34 out of 43
institutions reoorting maintained supervision or control over
(23)
the finances of their student organizations.
H. C. Gregg states seven chief purposes for the
supervision of the business of student organizations as follows:
"1. to guide them in the conduct of their business; 2. to
enable the officers of the college to ascertain readily the
status of each organization; 3. to afford to the student officers
training in sound business practices and methods; 4. to conserve
student organization funds; 6. to prevent dishonesty and graft
on the part of student officers; 6. to prevent organizations
from incuring debts which they are unable to meet; and 7. to
serve as a protection to members through the issuance of receipts
for payment of all dues."
(22) Twenty Year Development Program, Iowa State College, Part VIII,
page 66.
(23) Bulletin #9. 1930. Office of Education. U.S. Dept. of Interior.
page 227
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These purposes indicate the full length to which
official supervision may go in its concern with the business
aspects of student organizations. Certain considerations
herein will bear particular emphasis. Of primary importance
is the training of the responsible student officers. There
is always a tendency for them to shift their responsibilities
to the college officer and^unless care is taken^the college
itself will soon be running the student organizations and the
student officers will be figureheads only. The responsibility
of student officers should be preserved and their initiative
and ability cultivated. Undoubtedly this service on the part
of college business officers constitutes a very important
contribution to the educational program.
Some institutions undertake to make collections for
student organizations through regular registration routine.
This practice is subject to some questioning. The collecting
agent csnnot avoid accepting some responsibility for the conduct
of the organization for which the collection is made. In the
case of athletics, dramatics, etc.,which are closely integrated
into the regular college program, such responsibility usually
can be accepted without hesitation. Hov^ever, as for fraternities
and social clubs, there is a real question as to the wisdom of
the practice.
At the Massachusetts State College collections are made
by the business office from students at time of registration
for those activities which are directly supervised by college
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officers,* such as dramatics, musical clubs, publications,
athletics, etc. Collections are not made for fraternities,
sororities, and those organizations which are largely free
from direct college supervision and whose programs are not
closely integrated into the educational program of the college.
However, some assistance is rendered by the policy of the
college in refusing to grant its degree or honorable dismissal
to any student who has an outstanding local debt for board or
room.
The fraternities and sororities offer an opportunity
for valuable business aid which is not often extended. Frequently
these organizations render an important service to the institution
quite aside from their social objectives, through the provision
of housing and boarding- facilities. V/here they operate boarding
and dining enterprises, as independent units, they loose a
significant opportunity for economy in centralized purchasing
and professional service. Where their combined business
justifies it, they might well join in the organization of a
central purchasing bureau for the purchase of food, fuel and
the many supplies which they require. The institutional business
office can render valuable service in promoting and guiding
such an organization.
Summary
The broad and varied program of the land-grant college
has made necessary the coordinated organization of various
auxiliary enterprises which deal in services and goods, handle
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funds and present many of the aspects of privtite business.
However, tiiey are distinctly different in that their sole
object is to support the primary educational program of the
institution by providing at low cost such auxiliary services
as are necessary to its effective functioning. In some
institutions, the supervision ana administration of these
enterprises has been placed in the hands of officers or
committees engaged ^/vith other auties who have not the time,
ability, nor inclination to give to them the attention wiiich
they deserve. Occasionally, tiie responsibility has been
placed in the hands of private or semi-private management.
The experience with this type of management has not been
uniformly satisfactory. Management has been most successful
in those institutions where central fiscal control and super-
vision have heen lodged with the institutional business
officer. In many such institutions an efficient modern busi-
ness organization has been createa which is a worthy counter-
part of the academic program.
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Part II
Problems of Financial Management
Chapter 1
Sources of Income
The problems of financial management of the
land-grant institutions can be considered intelligently
only when the various sources of income and restrictions
concerning its use are thoroughly understood. Therefore,
it is the purpose of this chapter to describe income
sources and indicate somewhat their limitations. These
sources of income and the amounts received by the sixty-
nine land-grant institutions during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1937 are shovm in the following table.
Receipts are also included for the Massachusetts State
College in order to illustrate the financial resources
of a single institution.
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During the same fiscal year for which the above
figures are given, there was received by the land-grant
colleges and universities additional federal funds amount-
ing to ^4,137,746. in the form of federal emergency appro-
priations such as N.Y.A., W.P.A., etc. They should not be
considered in the same category as other receipts since they
are of an emergency nature and there is no assurance of
their continuance.
The figures sited above indicate that state appro-
priations for the support of these colleges amount to Just about
twice those of the federal government, although for individual
institutions this ratio varies widely. Federal appropriations
support all three of the major educational programs: that is
resident instruction, experiment station and extension service.
Funds for resident instruction are administered by the Office
of Education of the Federal Department of the Interior. In
interpreting the action of Congress in providing these funds,
the Federal Office of Education has ruled that "The funds are
»to be applied only to instruction in agriculture, the mechanic
arts, the English language, and the various branches of mathe-
matical, physical, natural, and economic science, with special
reference to their applications in the industries of life,
and to the facilities for such instruction.* It is held that
this language authorizes the purchase from this money of
apparatus, machinery, textbooks, reference books, stock, and
material used in instruction, or for the purposes of illustration
II
I
I
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in connection with any of the branches enumerated, and the
(23)
payment of salaries of instructors in said branches only."
Certain expenditures from these funds are specifically pro-
hibited. Examples are these: the purchase, erection or re-
pair of any building; the salaries of administrative officers,
bookkeepers, janitors, watchmen, unskilled laborers, or in-
structors in philosophy, psychology, ethics, logic, history,
civil government, pedagogy, military science, or ancient or
modern language except English; the heating or lighting of
buildings; the purchase of musical instruments, military
equipment or furniture.
V'/ithin the field authorized for the application
of these funds, no restrictions are placed by Federal super-
visory officers. They may be used for salaries or materials
in such amounts as the local administration may determine so
far as Federal restrictions are concerned. However, in some
few States, Ivlassachusetts included. State supervisory officers
have assumed authority over their use.
Authority for the administration of federal funds
for extension service and experiment station is vested in the
United States Department of agriculture. In general, these
funds are expended in accordance with specific plans or pro-
jects approved by the college and the federal department. In
some instances the use of federal money involves an agreement
(23) Preliminary Report, Land-Grant Colleges and Universi ties
^
1936. Circular 149. Office of Education, United States
Department of Interior. P. 3.
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on the part of local authorities to employ an equal or off-
setting amount of state funds in similar work. Within the
scope of the plans mutually agreed upon, much discretion
rests with the college administration in the expenditure
of these funds.
It may be said in conclusion regarding the use
of federal funds that their application to various programs
of work is rather closely restricted, but there is no detailed
supervision nor centralization of authority over their actual
disbursement as in the case of state funds. ivS one local
director expressed it: "The federal administration has been
constructive in its leadership and has not endeavored to
dominate our extension program."
There is an increasing tendency towards the central-
ization in State executive agencies of financial control of
public institutions of higher education. In a recent publi-
cation of the Office of Education of the United States Depart-
ment of the Interior, Miss Bess Goodykoontz, Assistant Com-
missioner, points this out v/hen she says: "An essential to
the success of State Higher education as in the case of elemen —
fary and secondary public education is the maintenance of its
control free from any possibility of partisan political in-
fluences. For this reason the institutions have been placed
in most instances under the management of specially created
governing boards endowed with virtual trusteeship over their
affairs. There are, however, indications of a change in this
situation. One of the significant features of the development
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is the investment of jurisdiction over certain administrative
affairs of the institutions in regularly constituted State
(24)
executive officials and agencies."
In four States, boards of trustees are entirely
independent of central State authority and in nine others
only minor supervision is exercised by central State author-
ities. In all other institutions varying degrees of central
authority are exercised including, in most instances, purchase
and sale, prescription of accounting system, publication and
printing, construction and alteration of buildings, and per-
sonnel matters. Interpretation of present laws in Massachusetts
places the Board of Trustees of the State College under the
authority of State executive agencies, mainly the Commission
on Administration and Finance, in all of the matters listed.
Endov/rrient Inc ome
The endowment income of most of these institutions
is small and is used largely for student aid in the form of
scholarships, loans, and employment, ^-is a matter of fact,
the size of this income, indicated in the figures in the pre-
ceding table, is largely due to the inclusion of a few insti-
tutions, such as Cornell University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, which are in fact privately endowed
institutions to which have been added certain of the land-
grant characteristics and functions. Since the subject of
(24) Authority of State Executive Agencies Over Higher P^ducation
^
1936, Bulletin 16. Office of Education, United States
Departnent of Interior. P. 11.
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endovs'ment funds is to be considered in detail in a later
chapter, it is sufficient here to point out the obligations
of trusteeship involved in these funds. Endovraients and other
gifts will come to an institution only when there is general
confidence that they will be administered efficiently and in
accordance with the wishes of the donor. The governing board
of the institution is the logical body to hold such trustee-
ship and its powers and responsibilities should be clearly
stated and understood.
In the case of the Massachusetts State College,
authority regarding special trusts is expressed in the organic
law, section 7 of chapter 76 of the General Laws as follows:
"The Trustees shall administer property held in accordance
with special trusts, and shall also administer grants or devises
of land and gifts or bequests of personal property made to the
Commonwealth for the use of the College, and execute said trusts,
investing the proceeds thereof in notes or bonds secured by
sufficient mortgages or other securities."
Receipts from Fees and Sales
Receipts from fees for services and the sale of
products constitute a very substantial item in the financial
operations of the land-grant institution. Restrictions and
practices concerning the use of these receipts vary greatly
among the states. In twenty-eight of the states receipts
from all sources are available for the use of the institution
f -
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(26)
without restriction. The degree of restriction varies
among the other states with Massachusetts, undoubtedly, the
more closely bound. In this case all institutional receipts
from fees for services and sale of products revert directly
to the State Treasury and are not available for the use of
the institution. Under its authority to administer property
held in accordance with special trusts, the trustees have
authorized certain trust fund enter^jrises as revolving funds
such as the dining hall, book store, athletic activities and
the like. They have been criticized by the state auditor as
acting without legal authority in these cases and the question
is being submitted to the Legislature of the Commonwealth at
its 1938 session for decision. If the legislature refuses to
authorize them to continue the operation of these revolving
fund enterprises, a very serious problem of business manage-
ment will confront the institution. Under these circumstances
the enterprises in question would have to be financed entirely
from specific State appropriation and all receipts would revert
to the State Treasury and would not be available for meeting
operating costs. V/ith a fixed income there is no opportunity
to expand the enterprise to meet unexpected demands, even
though receipts will more than offset the added costs. This
is a serious handicap and would unquestionably affect the service
which the institution renders. The operation of the dining
(26) The Disposition of Institutional Receipts by John H. McNeely
in the Journal of Higher Education, April 1937.
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hall is a case in point. The lilassachusetts State College
campus is used, during the year, for many conferences and
conventions, entertaining in one recent year some 60,000
visitors in this connection. Many of these persons use
the college cafeteria since adequate public facilities are
not available near the campus. Such a situation can be handled
very satisfactorily on a revolving fund basis but, if the cost
should have to be met from state appropriation, it is very
doubtful that college officials would feel justified in con-
tinuing this service to visitors.
It is generally agreed, and experience has shown,
that business enterprises of this type are most efficiently
run V7hen the person in charge is responsible for meeting his
costs out of receipts. To divorce receipts from expenditures,
as inevitably happens when an enterprise is placed upon an
appropriation rather than a revolving fund basis, not only
handicaps its manager in his efforts to render efficient ser-
vice in accordance with the demand for it but it tends, also,
to lower the standards of business efficiency.
In his study of the disposition of institutional
receipts, to which we have previously referred, Mr. McNeely
points out that such receipts may be divided into two groups,
viz.: (a) receipts from educational services such as tuition
and fees, extension education services, laboratory services,
etc. and (b) receipts from auxiliary activities such as
revenue from dormitories and dining halls, book store, hospitals.
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athletics, student unions, sale of products, etc. In general
receipts under (a) become a part of the regular institutional
funds and may be expended for general institutional purposes.
Receipts under (b) go into specified revolving funds and may
be disbursed for the support of the particular enterprise from
which they are derived. He says: "It is a common practice
among the States to allow the institutions to divert receipts
from auxiliary enterprises into revolving funds and use them
to operate the activities."
The conclusion of the matter would appear to be
that institutional receipts will be most closely guarded and
efficiently used when the responsibility for their collection
and disbursement is placed upon the business office of the
institution itself, rather then to place all institutional
enterprises upon an appropriation basis with all receipts re-
verting to the State Treasury and not available for the use of
the institution. The former is the practice in most states.
It is particularly important that the auxiliary business enter-
prises of the institution be allowed to function on a revolving
fund basis if they are to render efficiently and economically
the services expected of them.
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Chapter 2
The Budg:et
The budget is the plan of financial operations
for the fiscal period. Its preparation is the first step in
financial management. The budget, the account, and the fi-
nancial statements and reports constitute a cycle which, pro-
perly coordinated, provide for an efficient system of fin-
ancial managexnent
.
Effective budgeting requires that the chief executiv
officer of the institution be responsible for the budget as
prepared and accountable for expenditures under the budget
finally approved. The first requirement of a budget is that
it shall balance. This means that estimates of expenditures
shall not exceed estimates of income for the period. There
8re then two phases to the budget: one, the plan of expenditure
and the other, the estimates of revenue to provide for these
expenditures. Too often perhaps, the budget is considered a
plan for securing needed appropriations but is not taken so
seriously as a plan of expenditures. It should function in
both capacities, however, without being so restrictive as to
handicap the efficient functioning of the institution in
rendering the services which the public expects of it.
Budgeting involves three steps as follows: (1) prep-
aration, (2) approval, and (3) operation.
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Preparation of the Budget
While responsibility for the budget rests with the
chief executive, its detailed preparation is the logical func-
tion of the institutional business officer. The facts and
figures upon which it is based should come originally from
department heads, and, in those institutions where departments
are organized into divisions, schools, or colleges, these
department estimates should be consolidated by the dean or
director and adjusted to represent his judgment as to current
needs and adc.itions for further development. These estimates
v/hen presented to the business officer for consolidation
into the institutional budget should include information as
to estimated expenditures, receipts from internal operation,
student enrollment, teaching load, and any other specific
information as to program of work effecting the need for
funds. Requests for increases over preceding allotments should
be explained to prove the validity of these requests.
Printed forms should be available as a matter of
economy and convenience and to assure uniformity in presentation
of the facts. The following outline describes briefly f-iv-e
forms which have been found satisfactory at the Massachusetts
State College in the preparation of this basic budget inform-
ation.
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Bud^et Forms for Department Estimates
Form I: Personnel Salaries and V/ages
1. Name and Title of each employee
2. Date of first appointment
3. Year of last increase and amount
4. Current Annual Rate
6. Proposed Annual Increase
6. Reason for increase when recommended
7. Student Enrollment, teaching load and other
operations data
Form II: Current Maintenance
1. Supplies
2» Minor Equipment
3. Travel
4. Temporary labor
A. Budget Estimates
B. Current allotments
C. Last annual Expenditure
D. Explanation of increases
Itemized information
under following heads
Form III: Nev/ Projects
Separate form for each project to include
following information:
1. Description
2. Need
3. /annual Cost
4. V/hen to begin
A. Personnel Additions
Number, titles, salary rates
B. Maintenance additions
Supplies
Equipment
Travel
Temporary Labor
C. Capital Outlay
Description and estimated cost
Form IV: Capital Outlay (For additions or improvements to
plant amounting to $1000 or more;
1. Description of Project
2. Need
3. Estimate of Cost
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Some authorities recommend that the deans and
directors be notified in advance of budget making of a maxi-
mum lump sura apportioned to their division or college as a
guide in the preparation of their estimates and to avoid the
necessity of drastic reduction in these estimates later on
in the budget process. It seems to the writer that there
are serious objections to this procedure. In the first place
it is reasonable to assume that the chief executive wants to
know what are the financial plans and maximum needs of the
various subdivisions of the institution. Further, there is
a tendency v/hen prior lump sum apportionments are made to
prepare estimates based upon that apportionment rather than
the reasonable needs of the department.
Upon receipt of the various departmental estimates
it becomes the duty of the business officer to consolidate
these into a single institutional budget which will include
estimates of income and expenditures and will correspond in
outline and general form to the accounting system. This
tentative budget should be set up on a multi- columnar form
so that there may be indicated in parallel columais: (a) the
original estimates of the department head, (b) modification
of these by dean or directors, (c) recommendations of the
business officer and (d) provision for final decision of the
executive. On this same form, or accompanying it, there
should be parallel information indicating the allotment of
the current year, expenditures of the previous year, and such
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other data as may be of value for comparison.
It is generally true that departmental estimates
exceed prospective income, which means that somewhere thevse
have to be reduced. This may be the function of the business
officer or the chief executive may prefer to accomplish this
reduction in conference with his advisory committee of deans
and directors. In the land-grant institution the state approp-
riation is the most important item of income and the amount of
this item to be recommended determines the budget limitations.
It is recommended that the chief executive, probably in con-
ference Vv'ith his advisory council, determine the amount of
this item and advise the business officer to prepare the
tentative budget accordingly. In the preparation of this
consolidated budget, the business officer should confer freely
with other officers of the institution, particularly where
there is involved a reduction in the estimates v/hich they have
presented. It should be his aim to present to the chief
executive a balanced institutional budget which meets the needs
of the various divisions and departments as nearly as it is
possible to do and one which is already understood and agreed
to by the various administrative officers concerned. This is
a large order and not always possible of achievement. In cases
of disagreement, final decision must rest, of course, with the
executive
.
Final decision as to the institutional budget is
made by the executive, usually in conference with his advisory
committee of deans and directors. It should be unnecessary
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to say that the departmental interests of such a group should
be subordinated to institutional interests under such circum-
stances. Such committee consideration can be very helpful to
the executive in emphasizing the reasons for requested in-
creases and the importance to the various groups concerned
of the proposed major developments. V/hen the budget is finally
determined, department heads and administrative officers con-
cerned should be notified what this decision is, so far as
their unit budgets are concerned, and where their estimp.tes
have been decreased the reason for such reduction should be
explained. This is an important step in maintaining cooperat-
ive relationships and avoiding misunderstanding. The next
step is the securing of approval of the budget.
Securing Approval of the Budget
The executive budget has a long road to travel in
most institutions before it finally becomes effective. The
Governing Board must pass upon it in its entirety and the
State Budget Commissioner, the Governor, and the Legislature
must approve it in so far as it pertains to State appropriations.
In preparing a budget for the consideration of these groups,
the amount of detail to be included is an important question.
The Legislature and the Budget Commissioner usually prescribe
the form and detail. As a general rule, great detail makes
understanding difficult and tends to obscure important features
rather than to clarify them.
Trustees and state officials usually proceed upon
the assumption that expenditures and appropriations of preceding
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years indicate justifiable needs and trends. They are most
interested, therefore, in any changes which the current budget
proposes,. Therefore, it is the first obligation of the
executive, in presenting his budget, to explain the reasons
for these changes, either increases or decreases as compared
to the appropriation of the preceding year.
The consideration of the budget by the Governing
Board affords an opportunity for study of programs and plans
in the light of fiscal requirements. Deans and directors and
other administrative officers may be called upon to explain
their interests in the budget to the trustees . The Governing
Board makes decision as to the budget which shall be presented
to the state budget commissioner as the basis for the approp-
riation of state funds. It then becomes the responsibility
of the trustees and the executive to explain this budget to
the commissioner or whatever State executive officer is charged
with the responsibility of preparation of the State budget and
later to make similar explanation before the appropriate leg-
islative committee.
It is generally necessary to make strong defense of
the budget before these State officials, who normally consider
it their function to reduce departmental estimates. -n.s a
matter of policy, it is probably unwise to go to the extent
of antagonizing State officers in this defense. spirit of
cooperation and willingness to compromise will probably secure
better consideration of institutional needs in the long run
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than too strenuous agressiveness . However, this is a matter
of personal opinion and procedures will vary undoubtedly
according to the circumstances.
The appropriation of public funds together v/ith
estimates of income from other sources constitute the income
side of the budget and expenditures modified to balance this
income complete the budget. Its operation during the fiscal
period is the final step.
Operation of the Budget
Since the budget is a plan for expenditures and
since to a considerable extent funds have been provided in
accordance with that plan, it behooves the institutional
administration to see that this plan is carried out. This does
not mean that there should be no opportunity for transfers
during the period to meet unforseen circumstances, but it does
mean that the principle elements of the program upon which the
budget is based should be carried out so far as possible and
exceeded only in strict emergencies. One important reason for
this is its important influence upon budget officials and
appropriating bodies. Failure to follow the budget plan with-
in reasonable limits jeopardizes the reputation of the insti-
tution and tends to make more difficult the procurement of
funds through future appropriations.
The control of expenditures in accordance with the
budget plan is largely a matter of organization and this has
been described in other chapters of this report, ^n internal
1(
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budget should be set up v/hen the institutional budget is
finally determined and apportionments made to departments
through the main divisions or schools. Expenditures should
be made only upon requisitions approved by the business officer
or his representative in whose office the budget control account
will be set up. Transfers between major items should be
possible only with the approval of the business officer acting
under the authority of the president.
The final objective of the budget is to make sure
that expenditures do not exceed income. If, during the
period, it becomes evident that estimates of income were too
optimistic, it will become necessary to revise apportionments
downward. This is the responsibiij-ity of the chief executive,
who, undoubtedly, would act in such circumstances with the
advice of his committee of deans and directors. The experienced
budget officer is able, under normal circumstances, to gauge
prospective income closely so that the institution may usually
follow its budget plan with confidence that it will meet its
obligations without the embarrassment of a fiscal deficit.
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Chapter 3
Accounting
A discussion of accounting methods in the land-
grant institutions tends to be largely academic since in
forty-two States accounting systems are prescribed by State
(26)
executive agencies, usually the State comptroller. The
system is generally devised to give State executives infor-
mation which they deem necessary, while information of vital
importance from an educational and local administrative point
of view is often neglected.
It is not the purpose of this study to describe in
detail an adequate accounting system for a land-grant college.
As pointed out such information would be of little use under
present circumstances of centralized control and furthermore
specific information is available in the publications of the
Financial Advisory Service of the American Council on Education
and in the text by Professor Lloyd Morey of the University of
Illinois, "University and College Accounting" published by
John V/iley & Sons, Inc. of New York. Rather it is the purpose
here to emphasize some of the more important characteristics
of an adequate accounting system and to point out some of the
problems involved in institutional accounting.
(26) Authority of State Executive i^gencies Over Higher Education ,
1936, Bulletin 15, Office of Education, United States
Department of Interior, P. 7.
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The i^c counting System
Bookkeeping is not an end in itself but one element
in the system of budget, account, and report which together
provide information upon which decisions of vital importance
must be based. The books should record the facts accurately
and in such manner as to make them available promptly and in
a form most useful to the executive. Professor Morey lists
six general features which should characterize an adequate
(27)
bookkeeping system. These are quoted as follows:
^'1. The books should be so arranged as to produce as readily
as possible the information needed for the proper kinds of
reports for all purposes. One of the chief difficulties in the
past has been that the data as taken from the accounts had to
be entirely rearranged for report purposes. Audit reports
were often constructed anew without regard to the form in
which the material was taken from the accounts.
2. The content and arrangement of the accounts should
correspond as closely as possible to the terminology and
arrangement of the budget. Budget-accounts-reports; these
form a continuous cycle, and all should be in as close har-
money as possible.
3. The financial reports should agree v/ith the books, and
be susceptible of ready reconciliation v/ith them.
(27 ) Fitting the Accounting System to the Plan of Reporting Rec-
comrnended by the National Committee on Standard Reports , 1936.
Financial Advisory Bulletin 6. American Council on Education.
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4. The records and books as a whole should be properly
coordinated so as to form a unified system, following the
double-entry plan, and should constitute a system that measures
up to sound principles of accountancy.
6. Records should be complete as to all essential facts;
it is a fatal weakness to have to depend on the memory of any
person in the organization for essential facts.
6. The methods followed should be known by more than one
person and not be dependent solely on one individual for
successful operation."
Chart of Accounts
A comprehensive chart or classification of accounts
is fundamental to an adequate accounting system. Such a chart
is described in detail in Chapter 8 of the publication "Financial
Reports for Colleges and Universities" compiled by the National
Committee on Standard Reports for Institutions of Higher Education
and printed by the University of Chicago I^ess. Professor Morey
includes a summarized chart in his bulletin, from v/hich we
quote as follows: "The National Committee on Standard Reports
suggests five principal fund groups, as follows:
I. Current Funds
a. General, including all funds unrestricted by outside
parties or agencies as to use;
b. Restricted, including all funds (other than those
designated for use for plant additions), which may
be expended, but only for specific purposes as indi-
cated by outside parties or agencies.
II. Loan Funds. This includes all funds which may be used
for loaning purposes. Funds, the principal of v/hich
must be invested and the income only may be used for
loaning purposes, should be included with Endowment and
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Other ITon-expendable Funds. The income from such funds
should be included in the Loan Funds section.
III. Endowment and Other Non- expendable Funds: (a) endowment
funds proper, or funds the principal of which must be
kept inviolate, the income alone to be used; (b) other
funds functioning as endowment; (c) annuity funds (funds
subject to agreement bv v^/hich payments must be made to
designated individuals)
.
Endowraent and annuity funds should be invested separately
because of the danger that the most liquid funds may be
used for annuity payments leaving the v/eakest investments
to endowment. V/hen this is done, annuity funds constitute
a distinct, balanced group. When endovment and annuity
funds are pooled for investment purposes, however, both
) are included in the same group of accounts.
IV. Plant Funds
a. Unexpended, including funds designated for plant
additions which have not been so expended; also
replacements or sinking funds;
b. Invested, including the fixed assets in which plant
funds have been invested.
V. Agency Funds, including funds belonging to others which
are in the custody of the institution. When these
funds are nominal in amount they may usually be handled
under Current Restricted Funds."
Central Control
ii.ll accounting records for the institution should
be kept in the central business office. V/here branch offices
are necessary, because of the geographical distribution of
units of the organization, such subsidiary accounts as it is
necessary for them to keep should be controlled through general
ledger accounts in the main central office.
The general ledger is the vital element of the
accounting system and should contain or control all of the
accounts making up that system. It should contain accounts which
will show all assets and liabilities, all resources and obligations,
I0--
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all committments, reserves and surplus, and all incomes and
(S8)
expenditures
.
Accounting Practices
Many current accounting practices are receiving
critical consideration by college business officers. The matter
of depreciation of real property is a case in point. The dis-
tinction between the non-profit educational institution and
cominerical business is important in this connection. A com-
mercial enterprise must recognise as an element of costs the
wearing out of long-lived assets. It is very questionable
whether the educational institution should do so. Mr. George E.
VanDyke, technical associate of the Financial Advisory Service
of the American Council on Education, has presented a careful
study of this situation in Financial Advisory Bulletin 2
published by the National Council on Education in which he
makes the following six concluding statements:
"1. Educational institutions will find little or no benefit
from the annual computation of, and accounting for, depreciation
on their educational property.
2. Depreciation should be accounted for on property used
by the auxiliary enterprises and activities in order that the
total cost of operating these activities may be known, and as
an aid in determining rates of fees and other charges. If it
is expected that this property \j±11 be replaced out of the
income of the activities, it is essential that depreciation be
accounted for.
(28) University and Collep:e Accounting by Llovd I.Iorev. John V/iley
and Sons. P. 26.
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3. Institutions should account for depreciation on
property held as the assets of endowment funds in order to
maintain the principal of the funds.
4. If depreciation is taken, it should be funded; i.e.,
cash should be set aside in replacement, or depreciation funds.
6. Three purposes may be served by the calculation of
depreciation on educational plant, namely, determination of
insurance values of property and equipment, determination of
the true costs of instruction, and determination of the mini-
mum amount that should be appropriated each year for replace-
ment.
6. Information on depreciation necessary for these three
purposes should be recorded in subsidiary or supplementary
records, and not as a part of the regular accounting procedure."
Financial Statements and Reports
Financial statements and reports serve two principle
purposes. They supply information to administrative officers
and the Governing Board which is a basis for the determination
of programs and policies and they inform the alumni, interested
friends and the public generally, concerning the financial con-
dition and fiscal operations of the institution. To best serve
this second purpose, the report should be non-technical,
adequately explained, and frequently illustrated by charts and
diagrams. The more technical report, primarily for administra-
tive officers and persons familiar with financial operations,
will be considered first.
II
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Fortunately there is an authoritative report
upon this subject which was compiled by the National Committee
on Standard Reports for Institutions of Higher Education, This
Committee consisted of representatives from colleges and
universities of all sizes and types in all parts of the country.
It made an exhaustive study of the problem, conferring with
scores of institutional officers and securing the counsel of
eminent oublic accountants. Its recommendations which have
(29)
been published by the University of Chicago Press may
v/ell be considered as representing the best thought in the
country upon this subject. Undoubtedly business officers can
do no better in the organization of their financial statements
and reports than to follow as closely as local circumstances
will permit the recommendations of this national committee as
embodied in its report.
In addition to the frequent statements to department
heads and other administrative officers concerning expenditures
and balances which are necessary for their guidance in directing
operations during the fiscal period, there are three principal
statements usually prepared annually. These are (l) the
balance sheet, (2) statement of current income and expenditures,
and (3) statement of fund transactions. These will be supported,
of course, by subsidiary statements and schedules. The balance
sheet shows the condition of the various funds of an institution
(29) Financial Report for Colleges and Universities
. University
of Chicago Press.
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at a particular time and while it is very important, it gives
only a part of the financial picture. Mr. A, Robert Seass,
research assistant of the Financial Advisory Service, in
(30)
Bulletin 10 of that service, likens the balance sheet to
a snapshot of the institutions financial condition taken on
the last day of its fiscal year and points out that it shows
nothing of the financial O;.:.erations which have taken place
during the year. He likens the statement of current income
and expenditures to a moving picture of the institution's
financial operations during the period. This picture is com-
pleted by the statements of fund transactions which reflect
in summary the changes which have taken place in the owner-
ship equity account for each fund during the period.
Unquestionably much progress has been made in
recent years in the development of adequate and efficient
accounting and report systems. There has been plenty of room
for improvement judging from the report of the Survey Committee
of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities in v/hich we find the
following statement: "The ability to produce a balance sheet
showing the financial condition of a business is the first
and foremost requirement of any accounting system. No institu-
tion should neglect this important phase of its financial
records, which involves the vital question of assets and lia-
bilities. Yet only a total of 27 land-grant colleges v/ere able
(30) Reporting Current Income and Expenditures , series 3,
Financial -n-dvisory Service, -American Counsel on Education,
volume 1 #10, P. 2.
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to fulfill the request made by the survey for the submission
of a balance sheet as of June 30, 1928. Of this number,
twelve of the balance sheets were in excellent form. The
sheets submitted by fifteen other institutions indicated that
the accounting systems provided for keeping general balanced
accounts, but the forms were below standard. Five colleges
presented statements which were not recognizable as balance
sheets. In twelve institutions that did not comply with the
request, the systems apparently did not permit the compilation
(31)
of statements showing assets and liabilities on a given date."
Mr. Seass, in his recent bulletin, found from a
study of two hundred and twenty-eight college and university
financial reports that sixty-nine percent contained the accepted
type of balance sheet, but that only thirty-two percent of them
contained statements of current income and expenditures which
could be classified as showing in the best form the results of
all the current operations of the institution and he concludes
V(/ith this statement: "The improvement in annual financial
(32)
reports, though heartening, has evidently been one-sided."
Financial reports intending to present information
to the general lay public must be non-technical. The statis-
tical data, which is essential, of course, must be explained
and described so that financial condition and operations can
be pictured by the person unaccoustomed to the analysis of
(31) Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities yP. 169.
op. cit. p. 6 (3).
(32) Bulletin 10, volume 1, series 3, Financial Advisory Service,
P. 3.
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finane ial reports. The use of chart and graph is very helpful
in this connection. Illustrations will be found in Appendix F.
One important purpose of the National CoEtaiittee on
Standard Reports was to bring about a standardization of report-
ing so that comparative cost studies could be made. The great
diversification of systems of accounting and reporting which
have existed among the colleges and universities, and still do
to a large extent, raakesa comparative study very difficult
if not impossible. This situation was emphasized by the
Committee for the Survey of La.nd Grant Colleges and Universities
and their point is well taken when they say: "There may not
exist one best vv'ay, but the present diversity of practice in
these fields (accounting and reporting) cannot be defended on
the basis of particular institutional needs or on the basis
of the best methods, \7hether they can or not, the fact remains
that many different accounting methods, systems^ accounts , and
reports make sn intelligent comparison of the activities of the
several institutions a practical impossibility. Comparative
statistical data of teaching costs, for example, compiled from
the present accounts of these institutions would be without sig-
nificance and even harmful in the hands of individuals ignorant
(33)
of the dissimilarity of practice."
(33) Sur.vev of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities , P. 158
op. cit. p. 6 (3l
I\
I
I
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It is important to keep in mind that studies
of comparative costs may well be misleading and do injustice
unless the statistical data used in their compilation are
comparable in every respect.
I1
I
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Chapter 4
Management of Endovmient Funds
The land-grant colleges were really founded upon
a federal endoment, which took the form of a grant of public
land. In most cases the scrip representing this land was sold
immediately and the receipts turned over the the State Treas-
urer or the Governing Board of the institution to be maintained
as a permanent endownent. i->.s the institutions have grov/n in
size and prestige, they have received other gifts so that each
of the fifty-two land-grant institutions for white students
now has endowments from private sources.
Permanence of principle is the basic characteristic
of an endov/ment. Professor Morey maintains that a fund is not
an endowment fund unless such a restriction has been applied
(34)
to it. He points out that other funds are sometimes placed
by the institution in the endowment group when they are not
endowment in the strict sense of the v;ord and he recommends
that under such circumstc nces they be designated as funds
"temporarily functioning as endowment."
Two responsibilities rest upon trustees in the
management of endowment funds, one being the maintenance of
principle and the other the assurance of inco.ie. The temptation
(34) College Finance , Financial Advisory Bulletin 1, riraerican
Council on Education, 1936, P. 6.
II
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to risk principle for the sake of increased income should
be avoided in order that future needs may not be jeopardized
for present urgencies.
An excellent statement of policy concerning the
management of endowment funds has been formulated by one
Governing Board and this is quoted herein as a guide:
"1. Since endowment funds are established primarily for
the purpose of producing income and if income is not secured
the purpose of the fund cannot be carried out, it is an obliga-
tion upon trustees to invest all such funds as soon as prac-
ticable after money belonging to them becomes available for
investment
.
2. A conservative policy of investment should dominate
all actions, having regard not only for the importance of
regular and continuous income but for the permanent safety
of the principal.
3. It should be recognized that it is not possible to
secure a uniform return of investments made at different times,
since in some periods rates of return on suitable investments
v.'ill be small and at other periods they will be on a high level.
Since income is an important feature of such funds, investments
made in a period of low interest rates should be made at as
short a term as practicable, while at periods of high interest
rates, longer term maturities should be selected.
4. Since one of the major purposes of endovmient funds
is to produce income, investments should ordinarily be con-
"J
• C-
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fined to securities or other property of income-producing
character.
6. Losses incurred in the investment of endowment funds
not resulting from mismanagement on the part of trustees are
a proper charge against the principal of such funds. Trustees
are not under obligation to recoup losses and no speculative
venture should be undertaken which has that for its purpose.
6. 'vVhen fundamental conditions relating to any security
become such that the interest of the fund is best conserved by
disposing of that security, reinvestment should always be made
in items of a high quality and not in items of a grade similar
to that which has been disposed of, even though such items may
be available which appear to have better prospects than those
formerly held."
Methods of procedure in handling endowment funds
vary among the separate institutions and in accordance with
the size of the fund. Where the fund is not sufficiently
large to Justify separate supervision, the responsibility
ordinarily is placed in the hands of the business officer who
serves as an agent of the board of trustees, inve.straent
committee of the board, which is usually a sub-committee of
the standing committee on finance, determines the transactions
to be made. The employment of a trust agent to hold the fund
and to advise the committee concerning transfers is recommended.
There should be freo^uent meetings of the investment committee
with the business officer to consider the portfolio and such
•TO
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recommendations as he may have from the trust agent. Some
committees meet regularly each month or oftener depending of
course upon the extent of their holdings. Constant study
translated into action at the appropriate time is the price
of permanent productive funds
.
Mr. Myles Connors, investment counsel for the
Princeton University Finance Committee, described a plan of
management of the endowment funds of that university at the
Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the ^i-ssociation of University and
(36)
College Business Officers of the Eastern States. This
committee has been very successful in the management of univer-
sity endownient funds and Mr. Connors attributed their success
to regular monthly meetings and the active and continuous
interest of an informed and able finance committee. Mr. Connors
serves as secretary of this committee and the procedure which
is followed is so worthy of consideration that it is described
herein in Mr. Connors' own words: "They have presented to them
a week in advance a schedule or agenda of items to be discussed
at the meeting. The Chairman has that agenda before him and
follows it item by item. The Committee also receives prior to
the meeting reports on the particular items on that schedule,
so the members of the Committee will be forewarned and fore-
OS) Minutes of Sixteenth y^nnu&l Meeting of the Association of
University and College Business Officers of the Eastern
States, 1935. P. 26.
I1
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armed on the different subjects that come up for consideration
and discussion. The meeting proceeds along the lines of the
Chairman pointing out that, first of all, the fund is now such
and such an amount in itself, and the distribution is such and
such. Copies of the statement to that effect have gone to the
Committee about two or three days after the beginning of each
month. In other words, it follows the principle of retracing
the whole portfolio and sending a recapitualtion of that, broken
dovm into bonds, rails, public utilities, real estate, preferred
stocks, and common stocks correspondingly. So the Committee
has before it at this meeting the present distribution of the
total fund, so if, in that meeting, something comes up that
makes the picture look better or worse specifically, the general
topic of our percentage of funds invested in that industry is
discussed, and the same thing holds for rails and industrials.
Then the individual items are discussed, such as the
topic of the sale of ABC 4^-'s, which have reached an outrage-
ously high price in proportion to the facts, or to buy in their
place or for the investment of cash a certain security which
looks to be better priced. And so that meeting proceeds. It
doesn't occupy more than two hours from the luncheon to the
termination of the meeting.'"
Any transactions resulting from actions of the com-
mittee are carried out by the office of the investment counsel.
Between meetings careful watch is kept of developments affecting
the portfolio and the committee is informed of any important
1I
1
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changes needing their consideration and special meetings
arranged if necessary.
This appears to be a very satisfactory plan of
management of institutional endowment funds.
Recent Developments
Income from endowment funds has diminished very
markedly since 1931. A recent study of this situation by the
(36)
Financial Advisory Service of the American Counsel on Education
indicates that -the rate of return earned on total endowment
funds of forty-five representative institutions shrank from
5.27% in 1931 to 4.39% in 1934. The rate of return rose slightly
in 1936 to 4.42%. The author points out that the income from
the endowment funds of the forty-five colleges and universities
used as a sample suffered a loss of approximately four million
dollars due to this shrinkage in the rate of return and he
estimates that "if the institutions included in this study can
be taken as a measure, the loss to higher education in the
United States was approximately eleven million dollars in
1934-35." In this study the forty-five institutions are
divided into three groups and designated as small group; that
is those whose endowments are less than two million dollars; the
middle group, those whose endowments range from two million to
fifteen million dollars; and the large group, those whose
(36) Endowment Income and Investments, 1926-35 , by A.Robert Beass.
Bulletin 8, Financial Advisory Service, American Council on
Education, April 1937, P. 5.
i
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endo^vments amount to more than fifteen million dollars. A
comparison of these three groups indicates a more stable rate
of return for the large and middle groups than for the small
group. V/hereas the decline experienced by the large group
from 1931 to 1934 amounted to twenty percent, that of the
small group reached thirty-six percent. The two upper groups
were practically the same. With these facts in mind, the
portfolios of the three groups were studied. It was discovered
that there was a marked difference between the groups in the
percentage of funds invested in plant and loaned to other funds.
The larger groups had invested approximately three and four per-
cent in this manner, whereas the small group had nine percent
in this type of investment, which is considered by most author-
ities unsuitable for endowment funds.
The most important difference between the portfolios
of the small group and those of the larger group was pointed
out to be the predominance of mortgages and real estate held
by the former as compared to bonds held by the latter. The
author states: "Probably this largely explains the difference
in fluctuations of rates of return."
The small group held only half the amount of stock
held by the large group and a little over a third of the amount
of stock held by the middle size group. In 1936 the stockhold-
ings of the large group amounted to twenty percent, of the
middle group twenty-seven percent, and the small group ten
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percent of their total portfolios. Bonds were the predominant
type of investment with both large groups amounting to sixty
percent of total investment for the large group and fifty
percent for the middle group. The sme.ll group held twenty-
eight percent. Real estate and mortgages constitute about
fifteen percent of the portfolios of the larger group and
about fifty percent of the small group.
The various factors involved an the permanence and
productiveness of endo^vment funds are v/ell summarized by the
author when he says: "V/hile the fact that the small institutions
had fifty to sixty percent of their funds in mortgages and real
estate may be one of the major reasons for their very good
average rate of return before the depression and their rather
poor rate of return during the depression, the importance of
this factor of distribution of investment portfolio in the
securing of a stable rate of return should not be overemphasized.
'
Probably equally important is the type of investment management
employed by the institutions, and in the last analysis the most
important factor is the ability of the person or persons actually
doing the investing. The wise handling of investiaents requires
the constant attention of prudent and alert persons. The better
types of management provide for the continual review of the
investment portfolio in the light of present and probable future
conditions. V/hether the decisions as to the proper make-up of
the portfolio and the selection of individual investments are good
(37)
or bad depends chiefly upon the ability of those responsible."
(37) Ibid. F. 19.
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Chapter 5
Audit
The audit of accounts is the important device in
fiscal management by which persons responsible for the hand-
ling of money and property belonging to others, and all persons
interested in that money and property, have periodic assurance
that the accounts are accurate. Furthermore, the various checks
and controls, which constitute the thorough audit system serve
as a protection to all employees who handle money and property.
In every institution, funds are handled by a considerable number
of employees some of them clerks on small salaries. One state
college business officer estimates that between one hundred and
fifty and two hundred staff members are constantly handling the
(38)
institution's funds. It is the responsibility of executives
to make any temptation towards dishonesty as impotent as possible
and this is best accomplished by the frequent checks and control
of a thorough audit system.
There are two general types of audit, internal and
external, and both are essential to efficient financial manage-
ment.
Internal /ludit System
For effective control, the responsibility for internal
audit should be centralized in one official, generally a member
(38) Twenty Year Develop:nent Program , P. 30. op. cit. p. 34 (13).
I
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(39)
of the staff of the business office. An adequate system
of continuous internal control involves regular checks upon
the following records and properties: 1. production, sales
and inventory records; 2. expenditures; 3. student fees and
loans; and 4. cash, bank accounts and securities.
In departments conducting sales, records of pro-
duction, sales for cash and credit, and inventories constitute
a complete series of records. The auditor should provide forms
and specified procedures by which these three may be readily
checked and reconciled with each other and with the central
office record. V/here the business justifies, cash registers,
keys to which are held by the auditor, constitute a satisfactory
means of control. Credit sales and those done by departments
v;ith small volume may be controlled through the use of numbered
forms
.
In the matter of expenditures, no one officer should
have the authority to buy goods, check their receipts, approve
and pay the bill. Some system should be provided by which these
various functions of purchasing and all of those involving
expenditures are distributed between tv/o or more officers so as
to provide a check upon procedures. A requisition system for
purchasing usually accomplishes this very satisfactorily. The
institutional purchasing officer buys only upon a requisition
(39) Survey of Land Grant Colleges and Universities, P. 174.
op. cit. p. 6 (3)
II
i
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properly signed by an administrative officer. The invoice is
paid by the disbursing officer only when the receipt of the
goods billed, in proper quantity and quality, is attested by
the responsible receiving officer.
The collection and accounting for student fees,
deposits and loans, constitutes a substantial portion of the
business of the financial office, with very heavy peak loads
at registration time. Various methods are employed for the
checking of these records. Registration fees and tuition may
be collected by the cashier on the basis of a card which
originates in the registrar's office. This card indicates
the fees to be collected. It should be made out in triplicate,
one copy held by the registrar, one by the cashier who collects
the charges, and the other retained by the student as a receipt.
Thus a check by the auditor of the registrar's record, the
cashier's slip, and his cash should reveal immediately any
discrepancies. On the basis of his receipt from the cashier,
the student is then entitled to a class card at the office of
the registrar which admits him to his classes. Instructors
should not admit students to classes who do not have these
cards
.
Student loan accounts should be balanced monthly
and audited not less often than quarterly. Notes should be
compared with the student note ledger and the general ledger
control account.
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Cash, bank deposits and securities should be
checked not less often than quarterly by the auditor.
An important advantage in a thorough system of
internal audit is the monthly statement of receipts, expend-
itures and balances to departments which it makes possible.
V/here bookkeeping machines are used accounts are sometimes
kept in multiple form and one copy is sent to the department
head at the close of each month. It is important that each
subordinate officer responsible for any of the business trans-
actions of the institution receive each month a statement of
the account for which he has responsibility. This avoids the
necessity for departmental accounting and also affords some-
thing of a check upon the records since this officer is almost
sure to note and point out any errors in the report. A basic
principle of any system of internal control is that every
transaction should be authenticated by two or more staff mem-
bers. It is impracticable to make a thorough audit of physical
inventory, but a sample check can be made from time to time
which will serve all practical purposes. The salient features
of an adequate system of internal checks as conducted in one
of the land-grant institutions are described on page 174 of
the Report of the Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and Univer-
(40)
sities
.
(40) Ibid. P. 174.
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External Audit
An audit by some agency outside of the institution
is as essential to the proper management of public funds as
the internal control just described. In twenty-nine states,
such an audit is conducted by the office of the state auditor,
usually on an annual basis. In other states, the Governing
Board employs certified examiners to audit the accounts of the
institution. Y/here there is a system of adequate internal
control this audit offers the following checks: 1. a check of
the financial report with the books; 2. a verification of the
accuracy of the principle books; 3. a substantial test of
detailed records and transactions; and 4. a complete verifica-
(41)
tion of cash and securities.
The function of the auditor is sometimes misunder-
stood and his work is handicapped by this misunderstanding
which causes lack of full cooperation on the part of the in-
stitutional staff. It should be recognized that his work is
absolutely essential to the proper conduct of the institution
and that his objective is to prove the honesty of institutional
employees and the correctness of their i^ecords. There should
be no question of his access to these records and there is
no reason v/hy an adequate and efficient audit cannot be
accomplished in a cooperative and friendly manner. The auditor
(41) University and College rvccounting by Morey, published by
John V/iley & Sons, P. 213.
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himself has responsibilities in this connection. His dealings
should be with designated administrative officers and he should
not hesitate to discuss with them in a constructive manner
detailed procedures subject to improvement. This important
annual operation can be accomplished with slight interference
with regular business procedure and without disturbing insti-
tutional morale and every effort should be made to accomplish
it in that manner.
- \ J. -
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Ccnclusion
The aim of business management in the land-grant
institution is the efficient operation of plant equipment
and auxiliary services for maximum benefit to the educational
program. This may be accomplished by the selection of capable
personnel, employed under satisfying and stimulating conditions,
and by the maintenance of all buildings and equipment at their
maximum effectiveness. Auxiliary enterprises and services
should be efficiently conducted solely for the benefit of the
educational program and those v/hom it serves. Part I of this
treatise attempts to describe certain methods by which the
efficient management of the business of the land-grant college
may be achieved. It points out the importance of the central-
ization of responsibility for all business activities in the
hands of the chief business officer. Subordinate officers,
directly responsible to him, should be in charge of such actiW-
yities as the care and maintenance of buildings and grounds,
office management, purchasing, management of auxiliary business
enterprises, and financial and accounting procedures, ^vlthough
the institutional business activities are subsidiary to the
educational program, they require a substantial portion of the
institutional income. It is essential, therefore, that every
possibility for economical operation be realized. Centralized
purchasing, efficient use of modern equipment, corapetant
i 89X^iviJo8 aesniaud i
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supervision and adequate coordination of all services are
some of the means to this end.
There are three main objectives of financial
management. It aims to provide accurate and informative records
of financial transactions and condition, to assure financial
operations of maximum benefit to the institution v/ithin the
provisions of available income, and to secure maximum yield
from endowment funds without sacrifice of security of principal.
There should be a thoroughly coordinated system of
records which includes the three miain elements: budget, accounts
and statements and reports. Records should be complete and up-
to-date at all times, statements and reports should be rendered
at regular intervals and there should be an adequate system
of internal and external audit.
Financial operations of maximum benefit to the insti-
tution and within the provisions of available income are most
likely to be achieved when they are administered by capable
and conscientious officers who follow closely and carefully
the periodical reports of the accounting office and who have
a thorough knowledge of the needs of the college.
The conservation of endowment funds is most likely
to be coordinated with their maximum earning capacity when these
funds are under the supervision of an active committee of the
Governing Board, composed of members experienced in the invest-
ment field. Such a committee should have the advice of competant
ooLvies 11 ctoi^&nLbiooo 90 iaiv
ni br
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investnient counsel and should receive frequent reports upon
the conaition of the portfolio. Continuous study of the
investment market and its relationship to that portfolio is
essential to the successful management of endov^inent funds.
The problems of business administration and financi
management of a lana-grent co-ilege differ in miany respects
from the problems of private business enterprise. However,
there is one ch-aracteristic which they have in common and
that is their dependence upon the qualifications of their
per&onnel. 7/ell-trained and capable officers will find
satisfactory solutions to the problems of management. Thus
the most important conclusion to this study, like that to
many others, is employ capable officers.
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Appendix B
List of Associations of College and University
Business Officers
1. Association of University and College Business
Officers. (llid-V/est)
2. Association of University and College Business
Officers of the Eastern States,
3. Southern Association of College and University
Business Officers.
4. ^association of Business Officers of Colleges and
Universities of the V/estern States.
6. Educational Buyers' Association.
6. Association of Superintendents of Buildings and
Grounds of Universities and Colleges.
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Appendix D
Specimen of nimployment Agreement
and Terms of iLmployment
MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE
MEMORANDUM OF APPOINTMENT
TO
CLERICAL STAFF
Date
To:
Upon the recommendation of
I hereby appoint you to the position of
at a salary of , to be effective on
or as soon thereafter as you report for duty.
If you accept this appointment it will be understood that
you agree to the terms of employment noted on the back of this sheet.
Please acknowledge your acceptance on the enclosed form.
President.
MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE
Clerical Staff Terms of Employment
1. An appointment to a salaried position at this institution is authori-
tative only when confirmed in writing by the President of the College
and according to the terms specified in such confirmation.
2. Appointments are for an indefinite period. They are made with the
understanding that they may "be terminated upon one month's notice in
the case of unsatisfactory service or other cause.
3. Salaries are paid in twelve equal installments on the first of each
month for the preceding month.
4. One month's vacation with pay is allowed for each year's satisfactory
service with the understanding that it is contributory to the following
year's work. Vacations are not cumulative from year to year. No vaca-
tion pay is allowed at the time of resignation. The time of vacation
shall depend upon arrangements made with the Department Head, but shall
usually come in the summer. It is understood that vacations within a
division shall be so arranged as to make it unnecessary to employ sub-
stitute assistance.
5. Sick leave with pay is allowed to the extent of 5i days per year. Any
absence longer than this period should be reported to the President.
6. The hours of service are from 8:30 to 12 A.M. and from 1 to 5 P.M., half
holidays are granted on Saturdays. Employees are -expected to observe
these hours punctually.
7. Some overtime work may be required in emergencies. When this amounts to
four hours or more in one week, and has accumulated by periods of overtime
service of one hour's duration or more, the department may be expected to
grant time off in an equivalent amount.
8. At least, one month's notice of resignation should be given.
Information Relative to Appointment
1. The appointee should report at the President's Office when first report-
ing for duty. At this time the president will sign the official notifi-
cation to the Treasurer, authorizing the individual's name to be placed
upon the salary pay roll. The date at which salary is to begin will
coincide with the date of the report to the President and Treasurer, unless
otherwise specified in the appointment memorandum.
2. The appointee should then immediately present, in person, to the Treas-
urer the memorandum authorizing the placement of his name upon the sal-
ary roll.
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Appendix F. - Graphic Financial Reports
From Annual Report of Ivlassachusetts State Colle,
for the Year 1936
How Federal Funds for Maintenance Were Used in 1936
Total Expenditure $252,756.00
State Appropriations for Maintenance in 1936 Showing
Receipts Returned to State Treasurer
Total Appropriation $1,069,409.00
Receipts Returned to State Treasurer .... 307,593.00
$ 761,816.00
Receipts are derived from student fees and tuition, sale of products of farm and
orchards, payments for agricultural services in connection with agricultural control
laws, etc.
1j
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
How State Funds for Maintenance Were Used in 1936
Chart 2 Total Expenditure $1,066,070.59
Student Enrollment and Teaching Staff Compared with State and Federal Appropriations
FOR Resident Instruction—1927-1936
806 Students
100 Teachers
$493,988.80
^^27 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934- 1935 1936 since 1927
Note : Student enrollment includes only those in full year courses. Summer School and other Short Course Students
are excluded.
Appropriations include only State and Federal funds applied towards salaries and maintenance of resident instruction
and exclude funds for I'Aperiment Station, Extension Service, Plant Operation, etc.
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